Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
PR&CS Administration
1401 Recreation Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80905

Agenda
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
Please silence your phone during the meeting.

Thursday, March 8, 2018

7:30 am

Palmer Room

Call to Order
Citizen Discussion
Time for any individual to bring before the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board any matter of
interest they wish to discuss that is not elsewhere on the agenda. Comments are restricted to three
(3) minutes; you will hear an alarm when your time is up. Please contact PR&CS staff no later than
the last Wednesday of the month prior if you wish to place a longer presentation on the agenda.
Approval of Minutes- February 8, 2017
Minutes are posted no later than 5:00pm on the Tuesday before the meeting at:
https://coloradosprings.gov/city-council/page/parks-and-recreation-advisory-board
Ceremonial Items (10:00 a.m. time certain)
Recognition of Cliff Howe
New Staff Introductions
Action Items
Medal of Honor Memorial
Rock Creek Canyon Parcels
Dixon Trail Easement
Presentations
Great Outdoors Colorado Inspire Grant Update
Colorado Springs Health Foundation Grant – Memorial Park
Forestry Annual Report
Golf Annual Report Update
Cemetery Update
Pikes Peak America’s Mountain Annual Report Update
Staff Reports
North Cheyenne Canon Master Plan and Management Plan Update
Board Business
Adjournment

Kim King
Park Staff

David Deitemeyer
David Deitemeyer
Britt Haley

Tilah Larson
Tilah Larson
Jay Hein
Pat Gentile
Kim King/Jody Sanchez
Jack Glavan

David Deitemeyer

COLORADO SPRINGS PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
___________________________________________________________________________
Date:

3/8/18

Item Number:

Action Item #1

Item Name:

Medal of Honor Memorial

___________________________________________________________________________
SUMMARY:
The Memorial Park Master Plan identifies specific areas for the development of future
memorials within Memorial Park. The City of Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural
Services Department has received a request from the American Legion Post 5 to erect a
memorial to recognize the Medal of Honor recipients from El Paso County Colorado. To date
there are three individuals from El Paso County Colorado who have received the distinguished
Medal of Honor.
BACKGROUND:
Originally created in 1861, the Medal of Honor is the United States of America’s highest and
most prestigious personal military decoration that may be awarded to recognize military service
members who distinguish themselves by acts of valor. The medal is awarded by the President
of the United States in the name of the U.S. Congress. There are three versions of the medal,
one for the Army, one for the Navy and one for the Air Force.
The American Legion Post 5 has requested the addition of the new memorial to honor the
Medal of Honor recipients that have El Paso County Colorado listed as their official home of
record. The proposed memorial will be located within the War Memorial along the outer
sidewalk of the plaza. The American Legion Post 5 has a history of involvement with the War
Memorial. Post 5 assisted in design and funding of the Veterans Memorial that serves as the
centerpiece of the War Memorial. Post 5 also assisted with the installation of the memorial flag
pole located at the War Memorial. The requested location is situated within the War Memorial
between plots 13 and 14 and adjacent to the official memorial flag pole. This location serves to
align the Veterans Memorial, the Medal of Honor Memorial and the War Memorial Flag pole.
The memorial will consist of a vertical slab of granite 72” tall by 42” wide and 12” deep with
colors representative of the ribbon and medals. The memorial will show a photo of the three
distinct medals from the Army, Navy and Air Force as well as provide space for names of the
distinguished individuals. Currently there are three recipients from El Paso County which include
Jesse N. Funk, Floyd K. Lindstrom and Gerald O. Young. Space for future honorees is
incorporated into the design.
The American Legion Post 5 has completed the conceptual design and successfully fundraised
$10,000 for the proposed memorial. The American Legion Post 5 has committed to the
maintenance and care for the memorial.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The American Legion Post 5 will be responsible for the installation and maintenance of the
proposed memorial.

BOARD/COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:
N/A
ALTERNATIVE:
Deny the request for the Medal of Honor Memorial at the Memorial Park War Memorial
RECOMMENDATION:
Approval of the addition of the Medal of Honor Memorial at the Memorial Park War Memorial
PROPOSED MOTION:
Approval of the addition of the Medal of Honor Memorial at the Memorial Park War Memorial
Attachment:
Power Point Presentation

Medal of Honor
from El Paso County Memorial.
Memorial Park War Memorial
Parks Advisory Board
March 8th, 2018
David Deitemeyer

Memorial Proposal
72” H x 42” W x 12” D
Medal of Honor recipients from El Paso County

E Willamette Ave

The American Legion Post 5
•Charter of National American Legion
•Assisted with the design and funding of the
large Veteran’s Monument
•Donated the flag pole

Costs: $9,000 - $10,000

Installer: Shrine of Remembrance
Timeline:
•Design complete
•Pending Parks Board approval in March
•Dedication on May 27, 2018 at 1pm

E Boulder Street

SITE

N El Paso

Maintenance: Post 5
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War Memorial Site Plan
War Memorial

SITE
E Boulder Street

N El Paso

E Willamette Ave
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War Memorial Site Plan

SITE
E Boulder Street

N El Paso

Proposed
Medal of Ave
E Willamette
Honor Memorial
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Medal of Honor Memorial

5

Medal of Honor Memorial
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Memorial Proposal

SITE
E Boulder Street

N El Paso

E Willamette Ave
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COLORADO SPRINGS PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
___________________________________________________________________________
Date:

March 8, 2018

Item Number:

Action Item #2

Item Name:

Rock Creek Canyon Acquisitions

SUMMARY:
On April 1, 1997, an ordinance implementing a sales tax for trails, open space and parks
(TOPS) was approved by the citizens of Colorado Springs. This tax went into effect on July 1,
1997. In 2003 this ordinance was amended to extend the TOPS sales tax through 2025. The
TOPS Working Committee is responsible for setting priorities and making recommendations for
the expenditures of TOPS funds. The TOPS Working Committee has identified a 40-acre
Watkins property and the 31.22-acre Snell property, located adjacent to Cheyenne Mountain
State Park and along Rock Creek as having open space values that merit preservation.
Acquisition of the properties would serve as an extension of Cheyenne Mountain State Park,
provide future trail access for the Cheyenne Mountain Heritage Trail, and connect the Cheyenne
Mountain State Park to Rock Creek.
BACKGROUND:
The proposed acquisitions consist of two parcels. The Watkins property, owned by Justin
Watkins and Melissa Watkins, more specifically known as Tax Schedule Number 75000-00-228,
consists of approximately 40 acres. The Snell parcel, owned by Jacob Snell, more specifically
known as Tax Schedule Number 75000-00-244, consists of approximately 31.22-acres.
The two properties are located west of Highway 115 at the terminus of Rock Creek Canyon
Road and adjacent to Cheyenne Mountain State Park.
The 2014 Park System Master Plan identifies this area an open space candidate. The 1997
Open Space Master Plan identified this area has having some of the highest natural resource
values in our community. The Snell property boasts outstanding perennial water resources, and
both properties offer unique geology, wildlife habitat and vegetation. However, the coniferous
trees along Rock Creek were severely impacted by the 2014 and 2015 Front Range Tussock
Moth epidemic. The TOPS Program partnered with Colorado State Parks in 2001 to acquire the
original 1,600-acre Cheyenne Mountain State Park. In 2008-2011 and in 2016, the City
purchased additional property to the west of the Park to provide trail connections to the top of
Cheyenne Mountain. This trail connection, known as the Dixon Trail is currently under
construction. The Watkins property and the Snell property provide an opportunity to advance
the future development of the Cheyenne Mountain Heritage Trail, offering a truly unique trail
experience around the base of Cheyenne Mountain. The Snell property also contains the
perennial water resources of Rock Creek. There are no other perennial streams within
Cheyenne Mountain State Park.
Colorado Parks and Wildlife has agreed to manage, maintain and operate the two properties.
This management responsibility is consistent with other City owned property that comprises
Cheyenne Mountain State Park. Public access to the property would be provided through
Cheyenne Mountain State Park, via the existing trail system within the Park. Acquisition of the
Snell property would include an easement through the 8.33-acres of property to remain in
private ownership by Mr. Snell. The easement will serve as ingress/egress for maintenance

personal only. An existing easement provides access along the Rock Creek Corridor east of the
properties for management and maintenance purposes to the Snell and Watkins Properties. The
existing easement does not provide for public access from Rock Creek Canyon Road.
The TOPS Program has received open space applications requesting acquisition of the
properties from the two individual land owners. The TOPS Working Committee has toured the
properties. Appraisals were completed for the two properties which identified the market value
for each and for the easement across the Snell parcel.
The City has obtained a signed letter of intent in December of 2017 from Justin and Melissa
Watkins to sell the 40-acre property for $156,000. The acquisition would be purchased through
the Open Space Category. A letter of intent was provided to Mr. Snell for the acquisition of the
31.22-acres for $124,500 and an access easement for $1,000 on the 8.33-acres Mr. Snell will
retain. The Snell property would also be purchased through the Open Space Category.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Acquisition: Acquisition of the Watkins property and the Snell property will require funding of
$281,500 from the TOPS Open Space Category.
Operations: Colorado State Parks will be responsible for management, operations and
maintenance the Property. The City will amend the current Cheyenne Mountain Management
Agreement between the City of Colorado Springs and Colorado State Parks to include the
Property.
Stakeholder Process:
The TOPS Working Committee meetings and Parks Advisory Board meetings provide
opportunities for public comment. In additional TOPS staff have met with the Cheyenne
Mountain State Park Manager.
BOARD/COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:
The TOPS Working Committee heard this project as a presentation item at its February 7th,
2018 meeting. The Committee is scheduled to vote on this potential acquisition at its March 7th,
2018 meeting.
ALTERNATIVES: The TOPS Working Committee may decline to recommend acquisition of the
two properties.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends acquisition of the 40-acre Watkins property and the approximately 31.22-acre
Snell property as an extension of Cheyenne Mountain State Park in the amount of $281,500
from the TOPS Open Space Category.
PROPOSED MOTION:
A motion to approve the acquisition of the 40-acre Watkins property and the approximately
31.22-acre Snell property as an extension of Cheyenne Mountain State Park in the amount of
$281,500 from the TOPS Open Space Category.
Attachments:
Power Point Presentation

Acquisition of Approximately 72 acres
for the Expansion of
Cheyenne Mountain State Park
Parks Advisory Board
Feb 8, 2018

Project Summary
Ownership:
Size:
Transaction:

Justin and Melisa Watkins
40 Acres
Fee Simple Acquisition

Jacob Snell
32.ac
Fee Simple Acquisition

Special Considerations:
•
Identified for Potential Conservation in Park System Master Plan
•
Contiguous with Cheyenne Mountain State Park
•
Potential Trail Corridor identified in Park System Master Plan
•
TOPS Working Committee has toured the property
Terms:
•
Purchase Price:
Access:
•
Public access to the Property will be via Cheyenne Mountain State Park
•
Maintenance and Management access will be via the existing Rock Creek
easement
•
Mr. Snell will convey an easement to the City for maintenance and
management purposes on an adjacent property

Operations and Management
•
Colorado State Parks will manage and maintain the property in accordance

Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
2014 Parks system master plan
• Candidate Open Space Area

Colorado Natural Heritage Program
• Potential conservation area
• Identify land area providing
habitat and ecological processes
upon which species depend
Natural Resource Target Areas:
• Foothills
• Mountain Backdrop
• Riparian Corridor
• Water Resources
• Wildlife Habitat
3

Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
Expansion of Cheyenne Mountain
State Park
•TOPS acquired parcels totals
1875 acres to date
•Contiguous to the State Park
•No public access from Rock
Creek Canyon Road

*
*
4

Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion

5

1725 Rock Creek Canyon Rd
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Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
Owner:
Justin and Melissa Watkins
Address:
1350 Rock Creek Canyon Road
Three Parcels: 7500000228
Acres:
40 Acres
Change in Ownership: February 2008

Owner:
Jacob Snell
Address:
1725 Rock Creek Canyon Road
Three Parcels: 7500000244
7
Acres:
40 Acres – Subdivide and sell 31.8 ac +-

Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
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Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
TOPS Funding
Category
TOPS - Admin

Restrictions

Approx.
Annual
Revenue

Max. 3% Administration
– Limited to TOPS Projects

$254,400

- Maintenance

Max. 6% Maintenance
- Limited to TOPS Projects

$508,800

- Open Space

Min. of 60%
- Limited to Open Space Acquisition and Open
Space Stewardship of TOPS acquired open
space

$4,630,080

- Trails

Max. of 20%
- Limited to new trail construction

$1,543,360

- Parks

Max. of 20%
- Can be used for park acquisition, development,
renovation, and maintenance

$1,543,360

TOTAL ANNUAL ESTIMATED
REVENUE:

$8,480,000
11

Questions

12

Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
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Rock Creek Canyon Parcels
Owner:
Acreage:
Zoning:
Highest/Best Use:

Justin Watkins and Melissa Watkins
40 acres
A-5 (County)
Single-Family Residential

Offer Price:
$156,000
[Price Per Acre: $3,900]

Owner:
Jacob Snell
Acreage:
31.98 acres
Access Easement: 0.299 Acres
Zoning:
A-5 (County)
Highest/Best Use: Single-Family Residential

Parcel Price:
$124,480
[Price Per Acre: $3,900]
Easement Price:
$933
Total Offer: $125,500
14

Site Photos
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Site Photos
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Site Photos
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Cheyenne Mountain State Park Expansion
Timeline / Approval Process
Presentation
TOPS Working Committee: February 7th, 2018
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board: February 8th, 2018

Recommendation
TOPS Working Committee: March 7th, 2018
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board: March 8th, 2018

City Council (tentative)
Work Session: March 12
Formal Agenda: March 27
Second Hearing: April 10

Closing: April 2018
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COLORADO SPRINGS PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
___________________________________________________________________________
Date:

March 8, 2018

Item Number:

Action Item # 3

Item Name:

Proposed Acquisition of an Easement for the Dixon Trail

SUMMARY:
In November of 2017, Mitch Martin, the Manager of the Cheyenne Mountain State Park (CMSP)
met with staff to propose a joint effort to secure an easement across a corner of private property
which is a critical connection for the completion of the Dixon Trail in CMSP. In light of the
opportunity, staff agreed to coordinate with him and the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State
Park on this potential acquisition. This proposal seeks approval for the TOPS Program to
acquire a trail easement of approximately 7.04 acres valued at $16,270.00. The purchase cost
will be divided equally between the TOPS Program and the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain
State Park.
BACKGROUND:
As guided by the Parks System Master Plan, the staff for the Parks Department and the TOPS
Program have previously focused on land acquisitions and trail connectivity in the vicinity of
Rock Creek Canyon and CMSP in the Southwest area of the City. The City acquisitions have
been assembled to augment the CMSP property and they are managed as a whole by the
CMSP under a management agreement between the State of Colorado and the City of
Colorado Springs. This proposal involves acquisition of a trail easement across private property
which would make it possible to complete the Dixon Trail. This trail is currently completed up to
the north and east boundaries of the subject parcel. The Dixon Trail was built from the top of
Cheyenne Mountain down to the northeast corner of this property, by the Rocky Mountain Field
Institute (RMFI) and it was built upward to this property’s boundary on its east side of that same
corner with the help of Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado. City staff and State Parks and Wildlife
staff have long been engaged in efforts to secure permission from the property owner to either
purchase the entire parcel or a trail easement to allow completion of the trail. In late 2017, City
staff and members of RMFI scouted alternative options for a connection for the Dixon Trail
around the corner of the property. Due to a large rock outcropping and steep slope at that
corner, routing around the property corner is technically challenging. It would require blasting
and construction of a cantilevered or suspended trail section and is consequently not preferred.
In November of 2017, Mitch Martin, the Manager of Cheyenne Mountain State Park contacted
the TOPS Program Manager to propose a trail easement acquisition on a corner of the private
parcel. He had been in contact with the current property owner and had been successful in
discussions with her concerning a possible purchase of a trail easement. The Friends of
Cheyenne Mountain State Park also indicated their support for this effort and willingness to
contribute funds and expertise to assist in the acquisition. Through this three way partnership,
CMSP secured a survey of the area needed for the trail alignment. Based on the survey, City
staff were able to follow the City’s real estate acquisition procedures for transactions under a
twenty thousand dollar threshold. This is significant for two reasons. First, an appraisal of the
easement area was not required for this level of transaction. Instead, City real estate staff are
permitted to conduct a value finding based on recent comparable sales and appraisals secured
for two transactions proposed in the Rock Creek Canyon south of this parcel. Second, the City’s

real estate acquisition procedures permit the Real Estate Services Manager to proceed to close
the transaction if it is approved by the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board. In this instance the
City’s transaction process is reasonably efficient and far quicker than any other available
method for easement acquisition.
City staff in the Real Estate Services Division completed a value finding of $16,270.00 using
recent comparable sales and the 2017 appraisals conducted for the TOPS Program on two
parcels in the Rock Creek Canyon just south of this property. Easement value is 80% of the fee
simple value per acre.
The 2014 Park System Master Plan (Master Plan) includes several goals that are supported by
this proposal. First it enhances connectivity of the City’s and region’s trail system by making a
critical trail connection. Second, it broadens and promotes recreation opportunities and third,
this proposal demonstrates our successful achievement of the Master Plan goal of formulating
strong and broad partnerships.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
CMSP secured a survey of the easement area avoiding that cost to the TOPS Program. The
Friends of CMSP have agreed to contribute 50% of the acquisition cost which is approximately
$8,000.00. The TOPS Program will fund the remaining half of the acquisition cost and will pay
for closing costs and any remaining incidental costs of the transaction such as recording fees
and similar costs.
BOARD/COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:
At its February 7, 2018 meeting the TOPS Working Committee voted unanimously to
recommend approval of the Dixon Easement acquisition from the TOPS Trails Category of
funding as presented by staff.
ALTERNATIVE:
Do not approve acquisition of the Dixon Easement or suggest that staff pursue an alternative.
RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend approval of an acquisition of an approximately 7.04 acre trail easement for the
Dixon Trail by the TOPS Program with financial support from the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain
Park for half of the easement purchase as determined by the value finding conducted by the
City of Colorado Springs Real Estate Services Division.
PROPOSED MOTION:
Move to recommend approval of an acquisition of an approximately 7.04 acre trail easement for
the Dixon Trail with financial support from the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain Park for half of the
easement purchase.
Attachments:
Power Point Presentation
Cheyenne Mountain State Park Letter of Support
Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State Park Letter of Support

January 29, 2018
Britt Haley, Parks Design and Development/TOPS Program
City of Colorado Springs
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Service
1401 Recreation Way
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80905
Dear Ms. Haley and Friends,
On behalf of the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State Park, this letter is in support of the proposed Dixon
Trail Permanent easement across the Bargus parcel, schedule #750000057.
This easement will bridge the gap between the City fee ownership parcels and will be an important part
in connecting the proposed Dixon Trail alignment to the top Cheyenne Mountain. The easement
proposed is a valuable to building the Dixon Trail and will provide an access with public safety in mind
and an incredible visitor experience.
The Friends of CMSP are long time supporters of the Dixon Trial project and will participate in the
purchase of the easement as described above.
This partnership helps us preserve CMSP today and for future generations and we are pleased to be a
part of this enhancement to Cheyenne Mountain State Park.
Thank you for your passion in preserving the parks in El Paso County.
Sincerely,
Patricia V. Cooper, President
Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State Park
719-963-4654
friendsofcmsp@gmail.com

Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State Park, 410 JL Heights, Colorado Springs, CO 80949 Telephone 719.576.2016

Acquisition of Approximately
7.04 Acres of Trail Easement for
the Dixon Trail Connection
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
March 8, 2018

Dixon Trail Connection

Dixon Trail Connection
o Partnership with Cheyenne Mountain State Park, and the
Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State Park to provide a needed
trail connection to complete the Dixon Trail which is
constructed up to the boundary lines on the east and north
sides of this parcel.
o Letters of support were submitted by Colorado Parks and
Wildlife through Cheyenne Mountain State Park Manager
Mitch Martin and the Friends of Cheyenne Mountain State
Park.

Easement Area

Key Discussion Points
Financial Implications (Acquisition):
•
•

•

Trail Easement Acquisition: 7.04 acres
Value finding performed by Real Estate
Services using comparable sales method
and valuing Trail Easement at 80% of the
fee simple ownership.
Recent comparable sales included the two
appraisals for the Rock Creek properties
and a value for a similar 40 acre parcel
resulted in value at
–
–
–
-

Purchase Price: $16,270.00
TOPS Portion: $8,135.00
Friends Commitment: $8,135.00
Survey prepared for and submitted by
Cheyenne Mountain State Park
Closing costs and other real estate costs to
be borne by TOPS Trails

Key Discussion Points
Timeline / Approval Process
• TOPS Working Committee: February 7, 2018
• Parks and Recreation Advisory Board: Presentation on February 8, 2018 and
action item on March 8, 2018
• If approved, Real Estate Services may complete the transaction as this
acquisition is less than $20,000.

Challenge without the easement

Questions?

March 8, 2018
Tilah Larson

GOCO Inspire Initiative

Inspire Initiative
Igniting this passion in our youth is vital for the well
being of Colorado citizens, our wildlife and our way
of life.

Timeline
October 2015

$75,000 Planning Grant Awarded

May – Dec 2016

Planning Process

July 2017

Implementation Grant Requests Submitted

December 2017

$1.4 M Implementation Grant Awarded

January 2021

Deadline for Implementation Completion

Target Area

Beach House

Timeline
February April

•Design &
Planning
•Engineering

April - May

Construction
Begins

May –
September

YMCA Beach
House
Operations
Memorial Day
through
Labor Day

Increased
Programming

Activation

September
December

Construction
Resumes and
is Completed

Bike Park

Timeline
February
- May

• Fundraising
• Design &
Planning
• Engineering

April May

• Great
American
Clean-Up
Site Prep on
April 21
• Construction
Begins

Kid on Bikes
Programming

June July

Construction
Complete

Programming

Connectivity, Pathways &
Fitness Opportunities

 Lighting Upgrades
 Fitness Zone/Stations
 Benches
 Increased Walkability
 Bootcamps

Draft Connectivity Plan

Hold for plan image

Timeline

January February

Community
Feedback

March

Finalize
Connectivity
Plan

April –
September

Construction

Questions?
Coloradosprings.gov/memorialpark

Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
Advisory Board
Golf Presentation
Patty Jewett & Valley Hi
2017 Annual Report
Patrick Gentile CGCS
Golf Division Superintendent

March 8, 2018

2017 Financials
Patty Jewett
Budgeted
Revenue
Expenses

Actual

$2,108,544.00
$2,108,544.00

$2,323,907.00
$2,018,980.00

Difference
$215,363.00
$(19,922.00)

End of the year purchases: ($121,467.00) from savings in Expenses
Fairway Mowers ($47,079.00), Fertilizer Spreader ($4,745.00), Alarm System Upgrade (69,643.00)

Fund Contribution

$235,284.00

Valley Hi
Budgeted
Revenue
Expenses
Fund Contribution

$1,034,426.00
$1,034,426.00
$57,470.00

Actual
$1,047,413.00
$ 989,943.00

Difference
$ 12,987.00
$(44,483.00)

2017 Monthly Golf Revenue

2017 Rounds Data
Patty Jewett

9-Hole Rounds

2016

2017

103,973

114,852

10% increase in rounds

Valley Hi

9-Hole Rounds
3% increase in rounds

2016

2017

53,364

55,156

Days Closed
2016

2017

Patty Jewett

74

53

Valley Hi

76

56

Closed day = less than $250.00 golf revenue

2018 Budget

Patty Jewett
Revenue
Expense

$2,301,764.00
$2,265,769.00

$35,995.00

$1,206,868.00
$1,182,481.00

$24,389.00

Valley Hi
Revenue
Expense

Engaging the Community through
Social Media

Community Outreach
Donated 54 rounds of golf to community fundraisers

Collected 48 Turkeys for
Care & Share

2018 and Beyond
• RFP for Patty Jewett Pro Shop Concessionaire
• Starting the process for a bathroom remodel in
clubhouse
• LED Lighting Conversion
• Tee’s, Tacos and Tequila Festival –
(Fundraiser for the First Tee May 19, 2018 at Valley HI)

Patty Jewett Golf Course

Jeff Wichman Class A
Superintendent

2017 Recognition

Best in Business Golf Course

Best Southern Course

First Green

A First Green, First in Colorado
Taylor Elementary School
May 8, 2017

Valley Hi Golf Course

Brian Fox Class A
Superintendent

First Tee Partnership

First Tee Partnership

Longest Day of Golf! Over 100 Rounds
4-Hole Celebrity Shoot Out
(Rick Berry, Justin Chambers, Craig Coffey,
and Joe Cole (Fox 21), Rob Namnoum KRDO,
KOAA Grant Meech and Jeff Greene Chief of
Staff).

CEMETERY ENTERPRISE UPDATE
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
Kim King, Recreation and Administration Manager
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services
March 8, 2018

Evergreen Cemetery

•
•
•
•
•
•

1875 – Evergreen established
1993 – Evergreen placed on
National Register of Historic Places
185 acres
Approx 85,000 occupied spaces
30 to 40 years of inventory remaining –
8000 spaces within developed areas
5 acres undeveloped

2

Fairview Cemetery

•

1875 – Evergreen established

•
•
•
•

1895 – Fairview established
1917 – Annexed by the City
28 acres
Approx 12,500 occupied grave
spaces
1 to 2 years of inventory remaining
– approx 1,000 spaces

•
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Service Levels
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE
(1999 THRU 2017)
800
700
600

Deaths

500

400
300
200
100
0

Cremation

Burial

Total
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Revenue vs Expenditure
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE
REVENUE VS EXPENDITURE (1999 - 2017)
$1,500,000
$1,450,000
$1,400,000
$1,350,000
$1,300,000
$1,250,000
$1,200,000
$1,150,000
$1,100,000

$1,050,000
$1,000,000
$950,000
$900,000
$850,000
$800,000
$750,000
$700,000

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

EXPENDITURES

2009

2010

REVENUE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
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Endowment
CEMETERY ENTERPRISE - ENDOWMENT BALANCE VS INTEREST DISTRIBUTION
(1999 THRU 2017)

Endowment

Interest

$12,000,000

$450,000

$400,000
$10,000,000
$350,000

$8,000,000

$300,000

$250,000
$6,000,000
$200,000

$4,000,000

$150,000

$100,000
$2,000,000
$50,000

$-

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Market Value December 31

2008

2009

2010

Interest Earned

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

$0

Interest Distributed
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Fund Balance

$535,583

$438,216

$314,541

$347,347

$351,871

$349,590

$210,621

$163,365

$151,104

$303,960

$193,886

$182,559

$223,478

$190,379

$308,715

$207,795

$500,000

$289,890

$1,000,000

$646,034

$1,257,067

$1,500,000

CEMETERY ENTERPRISE - FUND BALANCE
(1999 Thru 2017)

-$528,956

-$626,323

-$500,000

-$418,216

$0

-$1,000,000

Blue = unrestricted net fund balance
Green = Fund balance without GASB 68 and preneeds
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Plans for 2018
• Perform reclamation process to increase inventory
• Increase fees for 2018
– Select increases focusing
on plot and niche pricing
– Added 10% discount for
veterans on plots/niches,
and opening and closing
costs
– Awaiting City Council
approval before
implementing proposed
increases
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Plans for 2018
• Establish a Green Burial Block at Evergreen
– Green or Natural Burial: this option is available at both cemeteries
• A way of caring for the dead with minimal environmental impact that aids in the conservation of
natural resources, reduction of carbon emissions, protection of worker health, and the
restoration and/or preservation of habitat.

– Appears to be on the rise with baby-boomers
and millennials
• Addresses environmental concerns
• Lowers maintenance requirements
• Offers an alternative to cremation
“In one study 80% of customers that chose green burial
had originally planned to be cremated.” - 2014 Village of Cumberland Master Plan

– Multiple applications available to the public such as the Bios Urn
pictured above
– Will be working with the only Green Burial Funeral Home in Colorado
Springs for insight and expertise
9

Plans for 2018
• Continue to monitor National Cemetery construction
– Track military interments through upgraded software to refine
impact to projected revenues
– Estimated 95,000 veterans in Southern Colorado that could
benefit from the new cemetery (75 mile radius)
– Phase IA (Early Turnover) –
proposed opening October 2018
– Estimated that up to one-fifth of
Enterprise’s burials could be
impacted by National Cemetery
opening (approximately 125
annually – estimated revenue
impact of $243,000)
10

Questions?
“A cemetery is a museum that tells the story of a
community” – Landscape Architecture Magazine,
Sept 2015

11

Pikes Peak – America’s Mountain
State of the Peak
Jack Glavan
Manager

Pikes Peak
Guiding Documents

Term Special Use Permit
• Purpose
– Constructing, operating, and maintaining the Pikes Peak
Highway Recreation Corridor and toll road for the public
recreational travel to the summit of Pikes Peak; offering
sales of food, beverages and souvenir-type merchandise;
and offering picnicking and interpretative services
– Installing, maintaining and operating electronic
transmission equipment for which a station authorization
has been issued by FCC to the permit holder
– Such ancillary uses of the permit area as may be
authorized under the annual Operating Plan and Budget

Term Special Use Permit
• First issued by USFS in 1948
• Current Permit: 1990-2020
• Highway and all structures are owned by the
United States under the administration of the
USFS (except for Maintenance Garage and Crystal
Reservoir Visitors Center)
• Permit is not transferable; holder may sublease
use of land, concessions, etc.
• All income derived from permitted uses must be
used for funding the Operating Plan and Budget.
• All activities and projects are subject to USFS
approval.

2017 Statistics

2017 Statistics

498,722

32,411

3,758
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2018 Advertising

Print & Digital Campaigns
128% Like
Increase
85% Reach
Increase

87% Follower
Increase

128% Follower
Increase

2018 Commercial

Summit Complex Project

Environmental Assessment
•

Posted for public comment
March 1, 2018.
•

•
•

Entire site above 14,000’
contour
Cultural resources
consultation continues
concurrently
•

•

45 day public comment
period.

MOA being negotiated

Issuance of final decision
notice / Finding of no
significant impact
•

Anticipated May 16, 2018

Design & Construction Process
• Design started Jan 2015
• Anticipated release of 90%
Construction Documents
April
• Pending successful FONSI
construction scheduled
early June.
• 3-year project
•
•
•

Phase I (2018) Site work
Phase II (2019) Building
Phase III (2020) Demo of
existing buildings and
finish site work

• Anticipated grand opening
fall 2020

Project Funding
• Total Project Cost $45-50M
•
•
•
•

PPAM Fund
Bonding
CSU
Private/Public
Partnerships

$10M
$15M
$0.5M
$25M

• Benefactor Group
•
•

•

Multi-phase approach
Campaign preparations
(90% Complete)
Early phase
•

•

Secure Tier 1 Gifts

Community wide
•

Cause related giving

Questions?

North Cheyenne Cañon Park

Master and Management Plan
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Issues List
Master and Management Plan Issues

(The following issues list was drawn from discussions with City staff , from responses received from interviews with approximately 15 stakeholder representatives, approximately
10 residents near Cresta Open Space and Stratton Preserve Open Space, 198 online surveys, and from approximately 50 participants at the Sept. 19 community workshop.)
Access
 Traffic: volume; management; safety; after-hours; enforcement;
bicycles; shuttle service; car & bicycle speed limits; road striping
 Parking: volume; along roads; inadequate space in lots; how
space is used; horse trailers; Seven Falls’ impacts; pedestrian
safety; increase at trailheads
 Public access to private property
 Private access to public property; don’t restrict
 Provide for people with disabilities

Management
 Maintenance: on trails; trail erosion; throughout Park
 Sustainable design and standards
 Enforce Park rules: dogs on leash/dog and horse waste disposal;
Gold Camp Road; night-time use; camp fires; gun use; vandalism
 Fire mitigation: need for; techniques
 Parking lot security
 Use of TOPS Open Space funding for Master Plan
 Drones

Additional Park use
 Geocaching
 Educational field trips

Master Plan timing
 Lack of ruling on land exchange appeal

Climbing/ice climbing
 Lack of parking and trails to and facilities at ice-climbing areas
 Need for climbing and ice-climbing management plans
 Congestion on popular routes
Cycling
 Parking for bicycles
 Bike lanes on roadway with appropriate striping
History
 Protection of historic facilities: walls; bridges; amphitheater;
water pump stations
Interpretation
 Flora/fauna/historic/water tours and nature walks
 Appeal to youth: get kids outside
 Water: history and current presence
 Native American history in the Cañon
 Education: altitude impacts; mountain driving; weather
 Focus in Starsmore Visitor & Nature Center: educational or retail

Public safety
 Need for enforcement; police presence; parking lot security
 Emergency services
 Jurisdictional issues
 Night-time activities in Park
Services and facilities
 Lack of restroom facilities
 Access to drinking water
 Lack of information in the Park
 Need for trash facilities
Signage
 Directional/wayfinding; trail etiquette; boundaries
 Security: parking lots; emergency services
 Park rules & ordinances
 Trail routes/connectivity/difficulty
 Use of technology
 Indicate climbing areas

Special events
 Gating at night
 Need for Park guidelines
Trails
 Connectivity: within Park; with nearby open spaces; to U.S. Forest
Service property; build before de-commissioning trails
 Need for additional trails; put in underutilized areas
 Provide variety of difficulty levels
 Additional trailheads
 Continued use volunteer designers and builders
 Motorized use
 Make some directional or odd days up/even days down
 Separate cars and trail users
 Specific trail alignments
 Designate for user groups
User conflicts
 On trails: hikers/ bikers/ horses/Segways
 On roadways: vehicles-to-vehicle/bicycles/hikers/skateboards/
Segways
 Dogs off-leash; confusion about jurisdictional leash laws
 Near ice-climbing areas
Visitors
 Increased volume
 Experience
 Support facilities: restrooms; drinking water access; trash
receptacles
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Existing Conditions
and Site Assessment
An inventory and analysis of existing conditions was conducted as part of the planning process for North
Cheyenne Cañon Park. The assessments extended the body of knowledge on which planning decisions could be
based. The data assembled for the North Cheyenne Cañon Park parcels in the 1999 master planning process
was reassessed and extended to include the Stratton Preserve and Stratton, Stratton Forest, and Cresta Open
Spaces collectively referred to as North Cheyenne Cañon Park in this Master and Management Plan. The site
analysis provides a holistic understanding of how the land came to exist in its present state and condition, as
well as the historic, physical, biological, cultural, management, and social contexts in which it is situated. As a
result, planning decisions serve to protect the natural and cultural resources and preserve the conditions that
make North Cheyenne Cañon Park uniquely Colorado Springs' mountain park.

Methodology
The existing conditions inventory and site assessment at North Cheyenne Cañon Park can be broadly grouped
into three categories: Physical Resources, Biological and Cultural Resources, and Management and Social
Influences. The Physical Resources series includes general land cover, topography and geology. The natural
environment, as well as historic and archeological resources are covered in the Biological and Cultural Resources
series. The Management and Social Influences series includes ordinance, deed and policy restrictions, land
ownership and constructed features.
The Physical Resources, Biological and Cultural Resources and Management and Social Influences series were
evaluated by the consultant team and reviewed by the Parks Department staff. Each of the three series was
evaluated individually since their inherent information was considered separately by the decision-makers and
the public. For example, high value ecological resources were considered under different decision processes
than property use restrictions which are mandated by funding sources. The overlay maps compiled for each of
the three categories illustrate and delineate areas that are sensitive to impacts by human activity. Information
from additional studies, provided by the City, was considered during the assessment process.

City of Colorado Springs

Existing Conditions and Site Assessment
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Historical Context
North Cheyenne Cañon Park has a rich cultural history that stretches back as far as humans have been in the Pikes
Peak region. The name alone is a vivid reminder of the early presence of American Indian people in the area. The
Ute, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Comanche, and Apache are some of the tribes that have called this area home. Ute oral
tradition says that they have always lived near the foot of Pikes Peak. Just like people today, Native Americans
were attracted to the Cañon for its natural beauty, as well as its reliable supply of water, food and shelter. The
Park and surrounding area still hold significance to modern-day American Indian groups.

Nineteenth Century
The North Cheyenne Cañon area has a connection to
European and American explorers. In 1779, Spanish
Colonial soldiers under the command of Juan Bautista de
Anza passed by the mouth of the Cañon while chasing
Comanche raiders. Following the U.S. purchase of
Louisiana Territory, Zebulon Pike led a group of men to
Colorado and near the mountain that now bears his
name. In late November 1806, Pike stood atop Mt. Rosa
–just outside the Park’s boundary—in his effort to
summit what he called the Grand Peak.
The first permanent settlements in the Pikes Peak region
followed the discovery of gold along Cherry Creek, in
what is now the City of Denver. In 1859, Colorado City
was established at the base of Ute Pass to supply miners
headed to the gold fields in South Park. Within a few
years settlers started locating homes, farms and ranches
along Cheyenne Creek
On July 31, 1871, William Jackson Palmer and his
associates founded Colorado Springs as a resort town
along the route of Palmer’s Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad. That year Palmer noted, “My theory for this
place is that it should be made the most attractive place
for homes in the west — a place for schools, colleges,
literature, science, first class newspapers, and everything
that the above imply.” By all means, the scenic beauty
of the surrounding region was a key amenity for the
growing town. Within a year, the population grew to
1,500 people and by the end of the decade this number
expanded to 5,500. On September 13, 1873, the
Colorado Springs Gazette newspaper noted that
Palmer’s Colorado Springs Company purchased the
entrance to Cheyenne Cañon, “so that the enjoyment of
its beauties may be ensured for all time.”
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Cheyenne Cañon soon became a destination for
Colorado Springs residents. The phenomenal scenery
attracted photographers and artists. The cool air and
bubbling mountain stream provided respite during the
heat of the summer. Wooded hills were a perfect
setting for picnics. Author and poet Helen Hunt
Jackson was one of many that fell in love with the
Cañon, and she had her Colorado Springs home built
so that it faced southwest toward Cheyenne
Mountain. In summarizing her connection to the area,
she said it was “Well-nigh the fairest spot on earth—
one might almost live on such a place alone.”

These actions led to heated debate around the
community and in the press. Ultimately, citizens
sought to overturn these decisions at the ballot box.
Miss Jackson campaigned to remove the tollgate up
until her death on August 12, 1885. On August 15,
citizens supported her wish and, in a special election,
voted 254-to-32 to purchase the Colorado College
parcel. This was the first time in Colorado Springs’
history that the community taxed themselves to
preserve parkland.

In 1882, the Colorado College Land Company
purchased much of North Cheyenne Cañon, the lower
portion of South Cheyenne Cañon, and the upper
reaches of Bear Creek Cañon. Under the leadership of
Colorado College President Edward Tenney, the land
company made improvements to North Cheyenne
Cañon by carving out a two-mile stretch of wagon road
and two miles of trails. The area was renamed
“Colorado College Park”. In order to recoup the
investments, Tenney put a gate at the entrance and
charged admission. A hiker paid 10 cents, horse and
rider paid 15 cents, and horse-drawn wagons paid up
to 50 cents to enter the Park. The fees stirred outrage
from local citizens. This indignation only grew when
the College also decided to close the Park on Sundays.
This decision kept working people from enjoying the
Cañon as part of their “Sunday rest and quiet
worship.”

Helen Hunt Jackson

City of Colorado Springs
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1900 to Mid-Twentieth Century
Around 1900, the Colorado Springs & Interurban
Railroad extended trolley service to the mouth of
North Cheyenne Cañon. The trolley turnaround was
located at the current intersection of Cheyenne
Boulevard and Cheyenne Road. W. S. Stratton
purchased land at this site and added a covered
pavilion, gardens and other amenities. The site
became known as Stratton Park after his death in
1902. A bronze sculpture of Stratton created by artist
Nellie Walker was placed in the Park in 1907. That
sculpture now resides on the grounds of the Myron
Stratton Home, and a reproduction is located at the
intersection of Nevada Avenue and Pikes Peak
Avenue. The trolley line ceased operations in 1937 in
favor of buses and automobiles.

William Jackson Palmer donated an additional 447
acres to the Cheyenne Park in 1907.This gift also
included the High Drive and the original Mt. Cutler
Trail. These donations were part of a much larger gift
of improved parkland, roads, and trails that Palmer
deeded to the City of Colorado Springs late in his life.
These Palmer-deeded lands had restrictions that
prohibited the sale or consumption of alcoholic
beverages on the property.

At the opposite end of the Cañon was another
railroad line, The Colorado Springs and Cripple Creek
District Railway—better known as The Short Line. The
railroad operated from 1901 to 1917 providing freight
and passenger services. In 1922, the railway was sold
at auction and converted to a toll road, known as the
Corley Mountain Highway, operating under a USFS
permit untill1939 when it was turned over to the USFS
and renamed Gold Camp Road.
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While visitors to the Cañon could not buy a drink,
they could get a bite to eat at the rustic Bruin Inn
located near the top of the Cañon. According to one
menu, the hungry hiker could satisfy her appetite
with a relish tray, stewed tomatoes, a tongue
sandwich, and Manitou lemonade for fifty cents. For
an even dollar she could add a serving of caviar. The
Bruin Inn was destroyed by fire in 1957, but a rock
retaining wall that advertised the Inn still survives. A
small log cabin adjacent to the Bruin Inn also survived
the fire. Nicknamed “The Cub,” the cabin served as
the visitor center and curio shop at Helen Hunt Falls.
The original Cub was badly deteriorated and torn
down and replaced with a similar reconstruction in
2012.
In the spring of 1913,
employees of the United
States Forest Service at Pike
National Forest headed a
project to plant
approximately 700,000 trees
to reforest the slopes of
North Cheyenne Cañon. An
average of 1,210 western
Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir, and
Red Spruce trees were
planted in each of the 640
acres of the Park. The project
was completed in three
months.

City of Colorado Springs

The first stone bridge was constructed in the Cañon in
1914. Previously, all bridges in the Cañon were
wooden and considered an unsightly contrast to the
natural landscape. The Park Commission replaced an
existing wooden bridge with a reinforced concrete
one, with walls made of granite boulders taken from
the streambed. The following year, three more wood
bridges were replaced with the same type of stone
bridges. The idea for the stone bridges in the Cañon
came from P.B. Steward and D.V. Donaldson, both
members of the Park Commission.
Automobiles were permitted in Cheyenne Park
beginning in 1917. This controversial decision was an
important turning point in the Park’s history. Prior to
this, access was restricted to horses, carriages, and
pedestrians. Coaches drawn behind four- or six-horse
teams had been used to take tourists up North
Cheyenne Cañon and down High Drive. These were
used again during World War II when the scarcity of
gasoline prevented the driving of motorcars. Initially,
automobiles were only permitted in Cheyenne Park in
the evenings. Strict rules governed the hours during
which travelers could ascend or descend since the
road could only accommodate a single car width.

Existing Conditions and Site Assessment
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A new trail was planned in Cheyenne Park in 1919.
Prior to this, foot travelers used the same road as the
automobiles. Many times, hikers were forced off the
extremely narrow road by passing automobiles. The
new footpath was planned for the opposite side of
the Creek from the road. It was to continue all the
way to Bruin Inn. Rocks were blasted also in some
places along the roadside providing a pull-off area for
passing in an emergency situation. Two more stone
bridges were completed in July 1919, this time using
stone from the Cañon. Mr. Donaldson of the Park
Commission stated that it was the purpose of the Park
Commission to replace two wooden bridges with a
stone one every year. His eventual goal was to have
the entire Park outfitted in stone bridges, which were
stronger than their wooden predecessors and
consistent in color and design.
During a storm and high waters in 1921, North
Cheyenne Cañon Road washed out. The City
considered not restoring the road and proposed
access to the upper portions of the Park via foot trails.
However, the public demanded construction of a road
suitable for automobiles. The road was repaired, and
construction was completed in late 1921. The new
road was wider and allowed two cars to pass in some
places, in case one vehicle broke down. It also allowed
space for turning around in case a vehicle couldn’t
make the ascent during the hours of uphill travel and
had to return to the base of the Park. The new road
also allowed automobile access the entire way to
Bruin Inn, located near the junction of High Drive and
Gold Camp Road.
In 1937, Fred Chamberlain donated 150 acres to the
Park, and he donated an additional 40 acres the
following year. Other land acquisitions, transfers, and
trades occurred in the 1950s, 1970s and early 2000s.
These contributions complete the total 1,360.9 acres
that constitute today’s North Cheyenne Cañon Park.
Parcel acquisition and full study area maps are located
in Appendix I.
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Mid Twentieth Century to Today
The Colorado Springs Parks and Recreation
Department officially designated the lower falls in
North Cheyenne Cañon Park as “Helen Hunt Falls” in
1966. The Falls, taking on the name of the local writer
Helen Hunt Jackson, had been unofficially referred to
by this name since the beginning of the 20th century.
Tunnel 3 collapsed in the 1980’s closing an eight-mile
section of Gold Camp Road to automobiles.
The decade of the 1990s was an active one for North
Cheyenne Cañon Park and its surroundings. In 1990,
through an agreement with the Colorado Springs
Parks and Recreation Department, the structure now
known as the Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center
was moved to the lower entrance to the Park. The
stone building was the former home of Mary and
James Starsmore and located at the intersection of
South Nevada Avenue and Cheyenne Road. Two years
later the building opened to the public as a focal point
for a wide variety of activities and programs. At the
time Mary Starsmore commented, "I was elated with
the move, and proud of the end result, a perfect
setting for my former home." In 1998, the City of

Colorado Springs purchased the adjacent Stratton
Open Space. The 306-acre site was acquired from the
Myron Stratton Home with funds from the Trails,
Open Space and Parks (TOPS) initiative, which was
passed the previous year. Following this purchase, the
Parks Department commenced a master planning
process to protect and guide the future of both the
Park and the Open Space. The plan was adopted in
January 1999.
On July 8, 2009, the National Park Services officially
listed North Cheyenne Cañon Park on the National
Register of Historic Places. The Park is designated as
an historic district. The listing recognizes the Park as
demonstrating the “growing interest in conservation
in the late 19th and early 20th century, and the
subsequent growth of tourism and recreation in the
American West.” Listed among the contributing
factors in the nomination are the stone bridges, stone
walls, historic trails, water features.
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Additional Historical Information
Additional history on the North Cheyenne Cañon Park properties is available from the following sources:
Colorado Springs Pioneers Museum
215 South Tejon Street, Colorado Springs. www.cspm.org
Old Colorado City Historical Society History Center
1 South 24th Street, Colorado Springs. www.occhs.org

City of Colorado Springs
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Physical Resources
General Land Cover, Elevation, Aspect, Slope, and Geology are included in the Physical Resources series. These
characteristics are considered for their significance to the North Cheyenne Cañon Park Master and Management
Plan. Each characteristic is inventoried and assessed by both its existing resource condition and attributes, and
each characteristic is mapped using available information and field verified by the consultant team. The physical
resources are briefly described, along with their influence on Master and Management Plan decisions. The
Physical Resources Overlay Map, at the end of this section, summarizes the six characteristics that influence
Master and Management Plan decisions on a map unit basis. Individual resource maps are located in
Appendix G.
General Land Cover
Deep forest on the north-facing slopes, shrubland, grassland,
and scree fields spawned by the dramatic rock outcrops
blanket North Cheyenne Cañon Park. Possibly the most
beloved and the most vulnerable land cover is the lush cool
riparian vegetation flanking North and South Cheyenne
Cañon Creeks and smaller drainages in Stratton Open Space.
Water is unusual within the City Parks System. The surface
of reservoirs whether accessible and not, offer visual interest
and orientation in the vast foothills landscape. North
Cheyenne Cañon Creek defines the main Cañon. Both the
north and south branches are deeply incised in many
segments within the Park. Drainage ways are generally west
to east, all draining into Fountain Creek. Drainage ways are
sensitive to erosion and sedimentation both naturally
occurring and that caused by human disturbance. Activeerosion areas threaten trails, natural and cultural resources,
and pose potential user safety concerns. Restoration of
natural hydrological flows throughout the property and
rehabilitation and protection of the natural drainage ways
influence Master and Management Plan decisions.
Elevation
Elevation is directly determined by geology. From the high
point at Mt. Muscoco of 8,025' along to the low point of
6,110’ in Cresta Open Space to the east, North Cheyenne
Cañon Park ranges 1,915 vertical feet. While elevation is an
important consideration for site-specific design, the
elevation map units do not specifically influence general
Master and Management Plan decisions.
Aspect
Aspect is the direction a particular piece of land faces. The
many rock faces, valleys and ridges create land facing many
directions throughout North Cheyenne Cañon Park. Land
having a particular aspect - facing a particular direction - is
subject to the influences of that exposure. For this analysis,
shadows on the north-facing slopes are based on solar
azimuth of 45 degrees from north. The alignment and
appropriate grade of trails and trailheads located on the
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north aspect required more careful consideration. With
regard to user experience and sustainable design, northern
exposure is cool in the summer, but holds moisture, snow
and ice in the winter, creating hazardous trail conditions that
often lead to trail widening and braiding.
Slope
The Park is generally defined by the steep cañon and rock
formations in its west-most land. Both moderate and steep,
rolling terrain characterizes the West Parcel, Stratton
Preserve, and Stratton Forest, Stratton and Cresta Open
Spaces. North Cheyenne Cañon Creek defines the main
Cañon. Drainage-ways are generally west to east, all draining
into Fountain Creek. Geology, soils and erosive actions
directly determine the topography and the resulting slopes.
Slope influences preservation, restoration methods, trail and
trailhead locations, construction methods, and forest health
management strategies.
Geology
North Cheyenne Cañon Park’s most striking experience is
deep within the Cañon where one is dwarfed by the rock
spires of the Pikes Peak Batholith geology. Stratton Preserve
and Stratton Forest and Stratton Open Spaces are underlain
with pre-Bull Lake Age Older Gravels and Alluviums, while
Crest Open Space in underlain with Pierre Shale. Although
dramatic and defining, geology informs the planning and
management on a site-specific basis, not by map units.
Opportunities exist for interpretation in the rocky spires and
along the geologic divide in the Park.
Soils correlate closely to the geology and all have highly
erosive attributes; additionally, expansive soils with landslide
susceptibility exist in Stratton and Cresta Open Spaces. Soils
are an important consideration for site-specific design. The
erosive quality of the soil should be considered during trail
layout, construction and maintenance. Attention to the
highly erosive soil characteristic should be considered in all
activities and development causing soil disturbance.
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Physical Resources Summary Map
The Physical Resource Overlay map summarizes the findings that most impact Master and Management Plan
decisions. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riparian Zones - hydrology and drainages
Water Surfaces
Scree Fields
Rock Outcrops
Slopes - 41-60%
Slopes - >61%

Not included in this overlay because they are not informative on a map unit basis:
• Elevation
• Aspect
• Geology
This overlay, in conjunction with the Biological and Cultural Resource Overlay and the Management and Social
Influences Overlay, guided decisions throughout the planning process.

City of Colorado Springs
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Biological and Cultural Resources
Vegetation, Stream Condition, Wildlife and Habitat, and Cultural Resources are included in the Biological and
Cultural Resources series. Each characteristic is inventoried and assessed by both its existing resource condition
and attribute, and each characteristic is mapped using available information and field verified by the consultant
team. The biological and cultural resources are briefly described along with their influence on Master and
Management Plan decisions. The Biological and Cultural Resources Overlay Map, at the end of this section,
overlays the three characteristics that influence Master and Management Plan decisions on a single map.
Individual resource maps and data is located in Appendix H.

Vegetation
Vegetation communities in the North Cheyenne Cañon Park include grassland, shrubland, and forest
communities along an elevational rising dramatically from east to west. This diverse mosaic of vegetation types
over a relatively small land area contributes to both the scenic beauty of the Park and its ecological diversity.
Descriptions below and mapping in Appendix XX are based on field observations, aerial photograph review, and
existing documentation (Obee 2002, Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Services Department
2004, Biohabitats 2007, and ERO 2016).
These communities, generally from lower elevations to higher, are summarized as follows:
▪ Foothills grassland - The foothills grassland community is
located primarily in the relatively flat, eastern portions of
the Park. This community is dominated by native prairie
grasses such as blue grama, western wheatgrass, needleand-thread grass, ring muhly, sand dropseed, and
threeawn and non-native grasses such as crested
wheatgrass, smooth brome, and cheatgrass. Other
common prairie species include yucca, prickly pear,
rabbitbrush, wild rose, and snowberry, as well as many
wildflowers.
▪ Foothills shrubland - The mid-elevational slopes of the
Park consist of a foothills shrubland community,
dominated by thickets of Gambel oak, mountain
mahogany, interspersed with piñon pine, Rocky Mountain
juniper, and ponderosa pine. Additional shrubs may
include chokecherry, wax currant, skunkbrush, and
gooseberry. The understory is often dominated by grasses
such as blue grama, big bluestem, little bluestem, and
other native and introduced species.
▪ Riparian forest (Introduced) - The introduced riparian
forest community can be found along the south margin of
Cresta Open Space on the east side of the Park. Introduced
tree species such as crack willow and Russian olive are codominant with native cottonwoods along the drainage
corridor. Ground cover includes large patches of Canada
thistle, a noxious weed, as well as smooth brome, an
introduced pasture grass.
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▪ Riparian forest - A narrow band of riparian shrubland
occurs principally along two drainages through the Park.
The streams and shaded canyon support a narrow band of
riparian shrubland and forest, consisting primarily of
narrow-leaf cottonwood, plains cottonwood, and willow
along with Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and upland shrub
species.
▪ Ponderosa pine - The upper elevation slopes along the
northern edge of the Park, as well as some drainages, are
dominated by ponderosa pine, intermixed with Douglas-fir
and patches of Gambel oak and mountain mahogany. The
understory consists of patches of grasses including
mountain muhly, blue grama, side-oats grama, kinnickinick,
and bare soil.
▪ Ponderosa pine/Foothills shrubland - South-facing
portions of the Park are dominated by a ponderosa
pine/shrubland community. This community is similar to
the ponderosa pine community, except that the pine trees
are less dense and the patches of Gambel oak-dominated
shrubs are larger and more extensive in some areas.
However, a build-up of borer (Agrilus quercicola)
populations in Gambel oak due to years of drought
conditions combined with late frost has caused stress and
extensive dieback of Gambel oak in some areas.
(Vegetation communities continued on the next page)
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▪ Douglas-fir - Upper elevations of the Park include north
facing moderate to steep slopes with a dense Douglas-fir
forest type. In areas there is also a unique open parklike Douglas-fir forest with large old
Douglas-fir. The large Douglas-fir indicate a forest that
may have once had a more open canopy due to either
more frequent fire events or logging operations. Other
vegetation includes Gambel oak, mountain mahogany,
common juniper, Rocky Mountain maple, alder, current,
snowberry, kinnikinnick and numerous grasses and
forbs.

▪ Douglas-fir/White-fir - Dense shaded Douglas-fir and
white fir characterize this community type with pockets
of small diameter or “doghair” structure. Some of the
oldest trees, protected from fire by rock outcrops, are
over 200 years. The large white fir at Cutler’s base are
estimated to be well over 300 years old. Large remnant
Douglas-fir stumps also indicate that this community
supported even larger trees at one time. Several areas
of this community include standing dead trees due to
western spruce budworm and tussock moth.

▪ Douglas-fir/Ponderosa pine - The steep, gravelly slopes
near Gold Camp Road and the southern portion of the
Park are dominated by Douglas-fir forest interspersed
with ponderosa pine; the shrub layer includes Gambel
oak and mountain mahogany. The understory tends to
be somewhat sparse, but consists of patches of grasses
including mountain muhly, blue grama, side-oats grama,
kinnickinick, and bare soil.

batholith are exposed in several areas throughout the
Park. Surrounding these rock outcrops are several large
trees that may have survived earlier logging operations
and may possibly be considered old growth.

▪ Rock outcrop - Granitic outcrops of the Pike’s Peak

The vegetation composition of the six distinct components of the Park are briefly summarized as follows:
Cresta Open Space
•

Foothills grassland, foothills shrubland, and riparian forest
(introduced)

Stratton Open Space
•

Foothills grassland, foothills shrubland, ponderosa
pine/shrubland, ponderosa pine forest, Douglasfir/ponderosa pine forest

•

A spring-fed stream and shaded drainage support one of the
narrow bands of riparian forest

•

A small, ephemeral wetland is located in the northeast
corner

Stratton Preserve Open Space
•

Foothills shrubland, ponderosa pine/foothills shrubland, and
ponderosa pine forest

North Cheyenne Cañon Park
•

Douglas-fir, Douglas-fir/ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir/white
fir, and ponderosa pine/foothills shrubland, foothills
shrubland, and rock outcrops

•

North Cheyenne Creek supports a band of riparian forest

Hully Gully
•

Douglas-fir/white-fir forest and rock outcrops
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Stream Condition
The primary streams in the Park are North and South Cheyenne
Creeks. These stream corridors are generally in poor condition
due to a combination of heavy human disturbance, vegetation
trampling along steam banks by heavy visitor use, and water
quality concerns. Colorado Spring Utilities monitors water
quality in the North Cheyenne Creek. Chemically there are no
concerns as measured thresholds are never reached for the
measured items including: Mag-Chloride, Magnesium,
Conductivity, Nitrate, Phosphorus, Total Organic Carbon and E.
coli. Concerns about water quality are mainly attributed to
erodible soils, excess sedimentation, flood events, pet waste
contact, salt and sand mix washing into the creeks, other point
source and non-point source specific to the Study Area. South
Cheyenne Creek is an important asset to the Park. The smaller
flows in the summer, especially in dry years, in combination
with water intake often result in a dry up. This adds to impacts
on both the aquatic and riparian habitat.

Wildlife and Habitat
Common Wildlife
The diverse vegetation communities in the Park provide habitat to a variety of wildlife species that are typical of
the plains-foothill transitional zone in the Pikes Peak region. Large mammals include mule deer, coyote, black
bear, mountain lion, bobcat, and gray fox. Typical small mammals include chipmunk, cottontail, jackrabbit, deer
mouse, pocket gopher, various squirrels, and skunk. Over 100 bird species have been documented in the Study
Area. Common bird species include red-tailed hawk, wild turkey, great horned owl, various woodpeckers and
grassland songbirds. Common reptiles such as bull snake and lizards can be found in the Park, while amphibians
are less common. The Park also contains a significant amount of habitat for tree and rock crevice roosting bat
species.
Large rock outcrops, particularly those on the eastern face of Mount Muscoco, may provide nesting and foraging
habitat for cliff nesting raptors such as golden eagle, prairie falcon, and peregrine falcon. All three of these
raptor species have been documented in the Study Area.
Riparian Habitat
Throughout Colorado, riparian zones play an important role in providing nesting, feeding, and movement habitat
for a large variety of wildlife species. Accordingly, riparian habitat along North and South Cheyenne Creek has
the potential to support more sensitive and diverse habitat for wildlife. However, both of these creek corridors
are heavily degraded as a result of decades of human disturbance and use, resulting in nearly continuous
trampling of vegetation along the stream banks along with increased erosion and sedimentation. This consistent
human disturbance also reduces the potential for breeding, foraging, or overall use by riparian-dependent
wildlife species. These conditions significantly diminish the value of riparian wildlife habitat along North and
South Cheyenne Creeks.
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Threatened and Endangered Species
Federally threatened and endangered species are protected under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as
amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). Significant adverse effects to a federally listed species or its habitat require
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under Section 7 or 10 of the ESA. Candidate species
are not yet listed as threatened or endangered, but may be listed in the future.
The USFWS indicates that there are several threatened or endangered wildlife species with potential for
occurrence in El Paso County. Two species – Mexican spotted owl and Pawnee montane skipper – rely on
habitat that is similar to habitat found in the Park (USFWS 2017). Each of these is briefly discussed as follows:
▪ Mexican spotted owl (MSO) is a federally-listed
threatened species under the ESA, and has been known
to occur in the foothills forests in the Pikes Peak
Region. Much of the area, including the western-most
portions of the Park, has been designated to be critical
habitat for the species. MSO typically occur in mature,
multi-storied forests and rocky canyon habitats. North
Cheyenne Creek was surveyed in 1992, but MSOs were
not detected. Additional surveys in the drainage were
not conducted, likely due to the lack of nesting
features. Several MSO surveys were conducted at 16
sites across the Pikes Peak Ranger District during the
early 1990s. As a result of these early survey efforts,
two Primary Activity Centers (PACs) were established at

Rock Creek and Little Fountain Creek, located about 4
miles south of the Park.
▪ Pawnee montane skipper is a federally-listed
threatened butterfly species under the ESA, and is
known to occur in dry, open, ponderosa pine
woodlands on moderately steep slopes derived from
Pikes Peak granite and with an understory of blue
grama grass and prairie gayfeather and limited tall
scrub or conifer growth. This species occurs only in the
South Platte Canyon river drainage system northwest of
Colorado Springs, and is highly unlikely to occur in the
Park due to a lack of specific habitat requirements.

Based on this assessment, the Park is not believed to contain suitable habitat for Pawnee montane skipper, or
other federally threatened and endangered wildlife species. Future surveys planned for all owl species in the
Study Area will be important in updating MSO data discussed above.

Cultural Resources
History and human activity have shaped the cultural resources of North Cheyenne Cañon Park. A full Historic
Context narrative can be found at the beginning of the Existing Conditions and Site Assessment section of this
report.
Cultural Resource Inventories
Archaeologist Roche M. Lindsey of Leaverite Cultural Services conducted a file and literature review and
selective pedestrian survey of the North Cheyenne Cañon Park in 2017. Lindsey requested a formal file search
request from the Colorado Office of Archaeology and Historic Places (OAHP) for the entirety of all legal sections
overlapping North Cheyenne Cañon Park, Cresta Open Space, the Stratton Open Spaces, Strawberry Hill, the
West Parcel, and the Hully Gully parcel. The OAHP provided the results of the file search to Lindsey on June 20,
2017 (File Search No. 20294).
Because the OAHP’s previous survey records are predominantly specific to regulatory consultation and State
Historical Fund activities, the file search only identified two previously conducted surveys related to select
government undertakings in North Cheyenne Cañon Park. The previous surveys were conducted in relation to
the City’s development of the Cheyenne Canyon Water Treatment Center located north of North Cheyenne
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Cañon Road between Gold Camp Reservoir and South Suburban Reservoir (1991), and a small survey east of the
Mesa Avenue-South Cheyenne Cañon Road intersection for the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s
Emergency Watershed Project (2016). The two previous surveys were intensive, systematic pedestrian surveys;
all types of cultural resources with the survey area would have been documented on standardized OAHP forms
and evaluated for their historical significance.
Additionally, the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon completed an inventory of the historical buildings, stone bridges,
and select historical landscape features in North Cheyenne Cañon Park in 2008. The inventory was selective for
historical buildings and structures associated with park-related activities between 1889 and 1959, and did not
include a field archaeological investigation. The results of the inventory were compiled in the North Cheyenne
Cañon Park Historic District National Register of Historic Places nomination. All the buildings and structures
were evaluated as either contributing or non-contributing to the historic district. The nomination also includes a
detailed historical context for development of the park.
In spring 2017 Lindsey conducted a selective pedestrian survey of about 50 percent of North Cheyenne Cañon
Park. The survey was selective for prehistoric and historic archaeological deposits, and included documentation
and research on select historical features such as bridges and water control structures. Within North Cheyenne
Cañon Park and the West Parcel, Lindsey completed systematic transects spaced 30 meters apart along open,
level trail and road corridors and in open, flat areas of the park with a slope less than 40 degrees. Lindsey
conducted a selective reconnaissance survey for archaeological resources in areas of steep and vertical terrain;
these areas were selected based on Lindsey’s review of topographic maps and access to ridges with potential for
cultural deposits.

photo from Friends of Cheyenne Cañon website

Known Cultural Resources
Cultural resources archaeologists identified during previously conducted cultural resource surveys and during
avocational research were documented on OAHP forms, evaluated for their eligibility for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP), and assigned a Smithsonian identification number. The OAHP records
indicate the previously conducted surveys resulted in the identification and evaluation of six cultural resources
in addition to the North Cheyenne Cañon Park Historic District. Lindsey’s survey resulted in the identification
and evaluation of 15 additional archaeological resources.
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In addition to the individual cultural resources identified above, the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon compiled an
inventory of historical buildings and structures in North Cheyenne Cañon Park for 2009 the NRHP historic district
nomination. The group evaluated 56 individual features (8 buildings, 7 natural attractions, and 41 structures) as
contributing or noncontributing to the significance of the historic district; of these, 40 features (1 building, 7
natural attractions, and 32 structures) are significant to the historic district. Additionally, cultural resource
specialists working in the historic district after the district was nominated in 2009 have evaluated 11 additional
trails and structures as contributing to the eligibility of the historic district. A list of contributing features is
provided below:
▪ Contributing Building: The Cub
▪ Contributing Natural Attractions:
o General natural landscape
o Ousel Cascade
o Bridal Veil Falls
o Trois Cascade
o Crooke/Cook Falls
o Silver Cascade Falls
▪ Contributing Structures:
o 11 stone bridges (numbers 1-8 and 10-12)
o 11 hiking trails – Captain Jack’s Trail
o Gold Camp Road
o North Cheyenne Cañon Road – for recreation
o South Cheyenne Cañon Road – for recreation
o Old Stage Road\High Drive Road
o Mesa Avenue
o Evans Avenue
o Water Diversion
o “High Drive” stone sign
o “Bruin Inn” stone sign
o Colorado Springs-Cripple Creek
Railroad grade
o Evans Avenue Bridge
o Daniel’s Pass Miner’s Camp (Lindsey 2017)
o Helen Hunt Falls, Bruin Inn
archaeological site (Lindsey 2017)
o Big Pre archaeological site (Lindsey 2017)
o Chamberlain Trail fence (Lindsey 2017)
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Significant Cultural Resources
The entirety of North Cheyenne Cañon Park Historic District is a significant cultural resource listed on the NRHP.
The majority of historically constructed stone features, roads, bridges, rock retaining walls, and hiking trails
contribute to the eligibility of the historic district, as well as the overall scenery and a number of natural
attractions.
Lindsey’s 2017 selective archaeological survey also identified a number of archaeological sites and historical
structures with potential for providing additional significant information about the prehistoric use and historic
development of North Cheyenne Cañon Park. The Big Pre, a multi-component archaeological site, contains
prehistoric components with high potential to provide information about the tools and camps prehistoric
occupants made and used in the area. Additionally, ruins from prospectors, early settlers, and early tourist
ventures are extant at the Daniel’s Pass Miner’s Camp, the Helen Hunt Falls/Bruin Inn archaeological site, and
cabin ruins.

photo by Bijan Pirnia
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Biological and Cultural Resource Overlay Map
The Biological and Cultural Resource Overlay map summarizes the findings that most impact Master and
Management Plan decisions. These include:
• Historic District
• Important Cultural Resource Areas
• Riparian Areas
Not included in this overlay because they are not informative on a map unit basis:
• Forest and Vegetation Communities
• Individual archeological and paleontological sites are considered although not mapped in order to protect
the sites for future generations.
This overlay in conjunction with the Physical Resource Overlay and the Management and Social Influences
Overlay guided decisions throughout the planning process.
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Management and Social Influences
Included in the Management and Social Influences series are:
▪ Parcel Restrictions
▪ Traffic, Parking and
Roadways
▪ Maintenance
Jurisdictions

▪ Enforcement Jurisdictions
▪ Departmental Practices
▪ City Ordinances &
Practices

▪ Visitor Centers and
Interpretation
▪ Picnicking, Picnic Shelters
▪ Rock and Ice Climbing
▪ Trailheads and Parking

▪ Existing Trails
▪ Trail System Concepts

Each characteristic is inventoried and assessed, and each characteristic is mapped using available information
and verified by the consultant team. The Management and Social Influences are briefly described, along with
their impact on Master and Management Plan decisions. The Management and Social Influences Overlay Map
at the end of this section summarizes the twelve characteristics that influence Master and Management Plan
decisions on a map unit basis. Individual resource maps and data are located in Appendix I.
Parcel Restrictions
The lands that make up North Cheyenne Cañon Park have been dedicated and
acquired from 1885 to the present. A master plan for the original portion of
the Park and the newly acquired Stratton Open Space was completed in 1999.
Since that time additional properties have been purchased and exchanged,
resulting in the current property illustrated in the map to the upper right. For
this study, the parcels indicated in green are evaluated at a full Master and
Management Plan level. The parcels indicated in yellow are studied for trail
connectivity only as both parcels underwent completed Management Plan
processes in 2016.
Study Area

Restrictions on consumption and sale of "intoxicating liquor" exist in the
parcel purchased in 1885 from First National Bank and land donated by
William Jackson Palmer in 1907 and the boundary outlined in the middle map.
Stratton Open Space was purchased with Trails Open Space and Parks (TOPS)
and Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) funding. As with many of the City's
recently acquired properties, utilizing GOCO funding stipulates a Conservation
Easement be placed on the property to protect its conservation values. These
conservation values include scenic views; native plant communities; wildlife
habitats; recreation, and geology.
The purpose of the Conservation Easement is to assure that the property will
be retained forever, predominantly in its natural condition and be available for
public outdoor recreation and education. Conservation Easements influence
preservation, conservation, restoration methods, location of facilities, and
management strategies. The Palmer Land Trust hold the Conservation
easement and reviews compliance with the stipulations of the Conservation
Easement annually. Only this property is protected by a Conservation
Easement at the time of this Master Plan; it is indicated by the turquois color
in the middle map to the right.
Utility, access and trail easements currently exist within the Park. They are
shown in the lower map to the right. All enlarged maps and the easement
documents are located in Appendix I.
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Traffic, Parking and Roadways
Park visitors arrive at North Cheyenne Cañon Park primarily by vehicle (car or motorcycle). Park visitors access
the Park by bicycle (road or mountain) and foot.
Concerns about traffic and parking were the most-frequently-mentioned topics by the community through the
public involvement process. The concerns included:
▪ Increasing traffic volume
▪ Traffic speeds above the posted 20
mph limit
▪ Inadequate parking

▪ Safety of walkers, hikers, cyclists,
and long-boarders on the roads
▪ Inadequate facilities for people
with disabilities

▪ Erosion
▪ Emergency services
▪ Illicit activities during and after
park hours

Detailed public responses regarding traffic related issues are located in Appendix A and B.
In the early stages of the project, Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services began collaborating with City Public
Works’ Cheyenne Cañon Bridge Design project. The Public Works consultant team provided conceptual level
engineering analysis of the limited traffic data as well as for the historic bridges and roadway configurations.
The Park roadway surfaces are varied. Paved surfaces include: North and South Cheyenne Cañon Roads, Mesa
Avenue, Evans Avenue, a small section of Gold Camp Road, Visitor Center parking (Starsmore & Helen Hunt Falls)
and some trailheads (La Veta, Ridgeway, South Cañon, & Chamberlain). Gravel surfaces include: the majority of
Gold Camp Road, some trailheads (White Fir, Mt Cutler, Powell, Capt. Jack’s), picnic areas (South Cañon, Mesa
Reservation Area and Bruin Inn at Buffalo Cañon) and all 43 roadway pullouts.
Approximately 13 residences in the Canyonwood Neighborhood access
their properties through the Park roadways. The Seven Falls attraction is
accessed along the park road named Mesa Road.
The map to the left shows road surfaces, parking, and pull-offs; the
numbers in the ovals indicate the maximum number of cars that could be
efficiently parked at each area. Narrow roadway segments where oneway vehicular travel is informally practiced are indicated in the darker
color. The dimensions of each historic roadway bridge is also indicated.
A map enlargement is located in Appendix I.

Maintenance and Enforcement Jurisdictions
North Cheyenne Cañon Park is owned, managed and maintained by City of Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation
and Cultural Services. To allow a seamless recreation experience, Parks pursues agreements with neighboring
entities as shown on the map below. A map enlargement is located in Appendix I.
▪ Colorado Springs Utilities owns and maintains their property surrounding the Gold
Camp and South Suburban Reservoirs including the access road from North
Cheyenne Road near the Chamberlain Trailhead. In addition; Utilities owns and
maintains overhead power lines and the mid-Cañon water diversion structure with
its accompanying infrastructure within the Park.
▪ City Public Works is responsible for and maintains the vehicular bridges in the
Park. As part of the planning collaboration, Public Works assessed the vehicular
bridges; those that are significantly substandard (structurally), are indicated by the
dotted ovals on the map to the left.
(Maintenance and Enforcement Jurisdictions is continued on the next page)
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▪ The City holds three distinct access easements on the adjacent Seven Falls and Strawberry Hill properties.
▪ The United States Forest Service’s (USFS) Pike Peak and San Isabel Ranger District owns, manages and maintains their
property west and north of the Park. In addition, the USFS owns the Gold Camp Road right-of way. By agreement, Parks
provides light maintenance and routine grading of the road surface; the USFS is responsible for major repairs.
▪ The remainder of the Park perimeter consists of private residential ownership.

North Cheyenne Cañon Park straddles the jurisdictional line between
the City of Colorado Springs and El Paso County as illustrated in the map
to the right. Although the Colorado Springs Police Department (CSPD)
responds to 911 calls within the County, it has limited authority for
ticket-writing. CSPD can ticket only for infractions involving state or
federal law when outside the City boundary. The Colorado Springs Fire
Department has a mutual agreement with the El Paso County to ensure
coordinated and quick response. A map enlargement is located in
Appendix I.
Concerns about safety and unauthorized use were frequently mentioned topics throughout the public process.
The concerns included:
▪ Enforcing Park rules
▪ Traffic speeds above the posted 20
mph limit
▪ Jurisdictional Issues

▪ Gold Camp Road fires and gun use
▪ Public access to private property
▪ Dogs off-leash and confusion about
jurisdictional leash laws
▪ Emergency services

▪ Illicit activities during and after Park
hours
▪ Vandalism
▪ Parking lot security

Detailed public responses regarding safety and unauthorized use are located in Appendix A and B.
Because of the citizen concerns expressed, Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services initiated additional North
Cheyenne Cañon Park specific conversations with Colorado Springs Police and Fire Departments during the
Master Plan process. These conversations are represented in the Master Plan Recommendations.
Departmental Policies, Practices and Supporting Documents

City Ordinances and Practices

North Cheyenne Cañon Park is owned by the City of Colorado
Springs and managed by the City's Parks, Recreation and
Cultural Services Department. According to City Code, the
Parks Director can promulgate park rules – not every rule and
regulation is found in City Code. City of Colorado Springs
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services departmental policies
and practices are specifically aimed to protect and manage
the system's parks and open spaces. Departmental policies
and practices include: passive recreation criteria, multi-use
trail philosophy, and the trail etiquette yield protocol. A
supporting document for North Cheyenne Cañon Park is the
2014 Park System Master Plan. The Department must also
comply with federal and state regulations such as National
Register of Historic Places, Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), OPDMD-ADA (Other Powered Driven Mobility Device)
and the State Historic Preservation Officers (SHPO).
Departmental policies and practices influence trail and facility
design, allowable activities, rules of use, enforcement,
fundraising opportunities, and management strategies.

City of Colorado Springs’ ordinances
govern activities and behavior in the
Park. These include: hours of
operation, damage to Park property
and resources, rock climbing and
bouldering, non-motorized trail
designation, and domestic animals. It
is the practice of the City that all
revenues from activities, reservations,
and special event permits that are
generated and paid directly to the City
on City properties, are put into the
City's General Fund. City ordinances
and policies influence rules of use,
enforcement, fundraising opportunities
and management strategies.
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Visitor Centers and Interpretation
The goal of this assessment is to review existing conditions at the Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center and
Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center through a variety of lenses. When planning a new park facility or program it is
important to understand if that experience is compatible with existing park practices, natural settings, and
historical context. This evaluation is intended to aid in the planning process by gaining a better understanding of
the visitors, the media, the programs, the sources of revenue, and the character of the two visitor centers as
part of a multifaceted analysis of visitor experience at North Cheyenne Cañon Park.

Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center

Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center
This American Craftsman style stone building has been a
cherished local landmark in Colorado Springs for many
years. The visitor center serves as a comfort station, rest
stop, and interpretive center that introduces visitors to
North Cheyenne Cañon Park.

In the early 2000’s a long-term capital fundraising effort
culminated in October 2013 with the grand re-opening of
the Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center. Visitors get a view from
the base of the Falls, take a short walk to the bridge across
the top of the Falls, or continue hiking up to Silver Cascade
Falls to get a more expansive view of North
Cheyenne Cañon Park.
The visitor center’s hours of operation are daily, 9am to
5pm from late May to early September.

The Visitor Center’s hours of operation are Tuesday
through Saturday 9am to 3pm (April 1st to Memorial Day
Weekend and Labor Day to October 31st) and daily 9am to
5pm (Memorial Day weekend to Labor Day).

Web Presence
Determining the extent of North Cheyenne Cañon Starsmore,
and Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Centers’ web presence helps
determine how easily, why and through which channels people
are learning about the Park and planning visits.
Overall, North Cheyenne Cañon does not have a particularly
strong web presence. The most comprehensive and useful
source of information on the Cañon and the two visitor centers
can be found on the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon website at
www.cheyennecanon.org. If searching directly for the visitor
centers by name, the City of Colorado Springs website,
www.coloradosprings.gov, also has good descriptions and some
useful information on the visitor centers.
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Visibility
Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls visitor centers have minimal visibility from roadways and paths other than on
North Cheyenne Cañon Road. Without specifically planning a trip to Starsmore, and largely due to its natural
setting and being tucked away in the trees, visitors are likely to drive or cycle by Starsmore on their way up the
Cañon despite there being multiple entry signs.
Because of its location on a hairpin turn on North Cheyenne Cañon Road, and a lack of tree cover, Helen Hunt
Falls Visitor Center has significantly more visibility to passersby.
Who are the visitors?
A good understanding of who the visitors are, why they come, and from where they
come to Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls provides valuable insight. Visitor information
will help determine what stories should be told and through what types of media and
outlets, as well as what services, programs, products, and amenities should be
offered, and what travel needs, challenges, wayfinding needs exist, and what visitor
expectations might be. The staff and volunteers at the visitor centers are currently
doing a good job of collecting visitor information and comments. They have
conducted online surveys and are collecting comments in guest books that can be
generated into visitor data.
Starsmore Visitors

Helen Hunt Falls Visitors

Most people visit Starsmore in July, followed by June and
August. The percentage of visitors who visit Starsmore as
program participants has gone up significantly in the past
ten years. Participation in programs at the Starsmore Center
grew from 1,765 in 2006 to 4,580 in 2017 (annualized
growth of approximately 9%).

Most people visit the Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center in July,
followed by June and August, while May and September see
the least number of visitors (the visitor center is closed
October to April. The visitation numbers at the Visitors
Center mirrored the trends seen at other attractions in the
Pikes Peak Region. 2017 set a record for days with >1,000
visitors and greater overall visits than in 2016.

Marketing
Marketing is one of the most critical aspects of any heritage or
interpretive attraction operation. Marketing brings in visitors,
creates new market groups, and gets them to come back for return
visits. Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center and Helen Hunt Falls
Visitor Center are not necessarily looking to increase visitation, but
marketing efforts and existing media and messaging reveals a lot
about how people get their first impressions of the Park and how
their expectations of programs and experiences are derived.
Marketing efforts currently rely heavily on word-of-mouth, and recommendations from other destinations, local
hotels and restaurants. Print materials include a brochure, a map, a calendar of events, and The Cañon
Companion, as well as ads in the Cheyenne Edition which help promote the Park, introduce interpretive stories
and histories, and orient visitors. The Park and Visitor Centers’ online marketing relies heavily on the Friends of
Cheyenne Cañon website. The Friends of Cheyenne Canon utilize Facebook and Constant Contact and market
their own events with paid ads, news interviews and posters. The Friend’s website, www.cheyennecanon.org,
gives a good, professional, friendly, and accessible first impression of the Park.
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Visitor Experience
While surveys and condition assessments are extremely useful to planning efforts, they don’t always describe
the way a park or visitor center ‘feels’. In assessing visitor experience at Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls it is
important to note that a visitor’s day is a collection of experiences and activities characterized by the sense of
place that the overall park provides. Giving visitors a positive experience at the threshold of those deeper
experiences—often visitor centers—enhances the perception and value of a park.
Some exhibit titles don’t relate to broader thematic threads, there are rooms without proper introductions and
a mixture of different topics in galleries without clear connections. The staff is aware of the need to improve
their visitor experience, and often think through the important task of seeing themselves through the eyes of
the visitor in order to transform the visitor experience.
Starsmore Visitor Experience
The visitor experience often begins with parking.
The first impression one gets on site is of a nice,
shady, and natural feeling facility. Multiple shaded
outdoor areas and large trees along the Creek are
extremely appealing to recreationalists. Likewise, its
role as a comfort station is well served by good,
clean restrooms and drinking water.
The interior space is light, welcoming, and well
maintained, and the staff is kind, helpful and
welcoming. There is not a clear starting point for
the interpretive experience, nor is there an
orientation or introduction of themes to be
discovered. Where the exhibits themselves lack
cohesion and consistent themes and storylines, the
knowledgeable and engaged staff and volunteers,
through guided hikes, programs, and casual
encounters, do a great job of making those unifying
connections.
Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Experience
Because of its popularity, the staff perceives that the visitor
experience at Helen Hunt Falls is beginning to suffer. There
are challenges with parking and bus drop-off for the current
amount of use at Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center. The large,
shady porch on the “Cub” is an especially appealing and
popular amenity. There are a sufficient number of toilets for
the large number of visitors, but the portable toilets sit below
a steep crusher fines trail and behind a fence and cars and
are therefore not (easily) accessible.
The indoor-outdoor feeling provided by the large entry and
large, round, often-open windows adds to the nice natural
feeling of the space. Like at Starsmore, the knowledgeable
and engaged staff and volunteers, through guided hikes,
programs, and casual encounters do a great job of unifying
connections between the visitors and exhibits.
The often strenuous and exposed nature of the hikes in and
around the Cañon make the fact that water and shade are
readily available at the Visitor Center extremely appealing.
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Themes and Storylines
Themes and storylines help craft seemingly mundane information into engaging and meaningful presentations.
There are many ideas within the two Visitor Centers that can capture, organize, and sustain the attention of the
audience, that have not been crafted into a cohesive and meaningful system. The lack of well-defined and
successfully-delivered interpretive themes (when not otherwise delivered by staff) does not provide a necessary
focus for the visitors’ personal connections and is potentially detracting from the audience’s ability to consider
resource meanings and understand and appreciate the resource in ways they otherwise might have missed.
Although not readily apparent, nor explicitly named, the loose, overarching themes that exist within the Visitor
Centers can be distilled into three areas: Water, Rocks, and Shade
Sub-Themes and stories existing in the Visitor Centers are loosely:
▪ Geology: mountain building, rocks and minerals
▪ Ecology: insects, birds, and mammals
▪ History: Helen Hunt Jackson, General Palmer, the Ute people

Stories that seem to be missing and/or incomplete in the Visitor Centers are:
▪ Geology: fault line, marine fossils, mountaineering, climbing, railroad, stone architecture, connections to other sites, including
Garden of the Gods.
▪ Ecology: forest, native trees, watershed (three Creeks: North Cheyenne, South Cheyenne, Buffalo Creek—provide water to
Colorado Springs), aspect, elevation, biomes, ecotones
▪ History: Ute, Spanish and Mexican heritage, Martin family, Everett Cramer, conservation movement, advent of auto-tourism,
NCC is oldest and biggest Park 1885, railroad
Starsmore Exhibits

Helen Hunt Exhibits

The exhibit space at Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center is
largely in transition. Staff have removed some key exhibits
in the upstairs exhibit room to make space for a new
concessionaire to set up retail. It should be noted that the
curation and management of artifacts and exhibits is greatly
limited due to there being only one full-time staff member,
four part-time staff and volunteers.

Exhibits at Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center include graphic
panels, some historic and natural artifacts, and include no
digital or mechanical interactives. The collection at Helen
Hunt Falls Visitor Center comprises some truly unique and
extraordinary artifacts, including Helen Hunt Jackson
artifacts, and a tree cross section revealing history through
its rings, and even a visible bullet embedded in it in the 19th
century. Adding greatly to the interpretive experience are a
few engaging, hands-on experiences. The exhibits have a
quaint, informal, hand-crafted, and inviting feel.

In general, interpretive exhibits do not follow a consistent
style, set of materials, fonts, colors or written style and
voice. There is also no cohesive set of themes that help
organize the exhibits spatially or carry consistent narratives
through the space. Interpretation relies largely on high
quality, one-on-one interaction with staff, and docent-led
experiences.
The exterior spaces are filled with inconspicuous whimsical
interpretive elements geared towards children, including
painted and embedded animal tracks, rock gardens, and
painted animals on rocks. These interpretive elements are
very popular when experienced in conjunction with Nature
Detective and other programs. Exterior exhibits at
Starsmore consist of a panel on hummingbirds and several
plant identifications. These exhibits need repair or
replacement.
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Like at Starsmore, where the exhibits themselves lack
cohesion and consistent themes and storylines, the
knowledgeable and engaged staff and volunteers, through
guided hikes, programs, and casual encounters do a great
job of making those unifying connections. The curation and
management of artifacts and exhibits is greatly limited due
to there being only one full-time staff member, four parttime staff and volunteers.
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Programs

Funding

Programs give visitors the opportunity to interact
directly with knowledgeable staff and the resource.
Visitors are able to glean information and storylines
often not presented in the interpretive media that
inform their own ideas and opinions. Programs are
an extremely integral part of the interpretive
experiences at both Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls
Visitor Centers.

One of the most appealing aspects of North
Cheyenne Cañon to visitors is that it is free. Current
operating budget for Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls
comes from the General Fund, Mary Starsmore Fund,
the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon, the Seven Falls tram,
donations, water sales and other minimal retail, and
educational programs. $23,000 was raised in the
2017 season. On the visitor survey, when asked “Did
your experience today inspire your support for our
park and nature center?” 80% of respondents
strongly agreed and 18% agreed.

A majority of the effort put into interpretation and
visitor experience at both Starsmore and Helen Hunt
Falls seems to be geared towards programs. Despite
minimal staff, the interpretive experiences of visitors
to the Park rely largely on high quality, one-on-one
interaction with staff, and program participation.

This is a summary of the Visitor Center and Interpretation Assessment. The full report is located in Appendix I.
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Picnicking, Picnic Shelters and Parking
Picnic facilities are located at numerous pullouts along Mesa
Road and South Cheyenne Road in South Cañon, at Buffalo
Cañon, and two tables near the White Fir area. These areas are
open and available on a first-come basis to the public and offer
picnic tables, trash receptacles and parking. Nearly all picnic
spots are near a creek and near roadway traffic and noise. The
picnic pullouts, particularly in South Cañon, attract both youth
and adult individuals and groups “hanging out” and displacing
picnickers. The areas within a 75-100’ radius of each picnic
pullout are characterized by compacted soils, no or degraded
vegetation, and eroded and denuded stream edges.
Mesa Group Reservation Picnic Area is located just west of the Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center. It offers
two picnic shelters, picnic tables, trash dumpster, parking and restroom facilities. The Mesa Area is separated
from the roadway and traffic but is bisected by numerous well-used trails radiating from Starsmore. The
approximately 1.35 acres encompassing the reservation area is characterized by singular standing trees
surrounded by compacted soils, and no or degraded sub-story vegetation.

Rock and Ice Climbing
The North Cheyenne Cañon Park rock climbing areas are actively
used in all seasons of the year. They are diverse in difficulty, aspect
climbing style required, and rock formations, and offer both rock
and ice climbing opportunities. As part of this assessment, the
climbing areas were identified and inventoried by Stewart Greene,
a local rock climbing representative and advocate. The areas at the
base and some tops of climbing areas are characterized by
unsustainable access trails, erosion, scree field disturbance, and no
or degraded vegetation. The above referenced climbing
documentation is in Appendix I.
Concerns about climbing were the mentioned topics by participants
in the public planning process. The concerns included:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lack of parking and trails to climbing areas
Lack of comfort facilities at climbing areas
Need for climbing and ice climbing management plan
Congestion on popular routes

Detailed public responses are located in Appendix A and B.
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Trailheads and Parking
Park visitors arrive at North Cheyenne Cañon Park primarily by
vehicle, foot and bicycle. Currently, there are seven trailheads in the
Park including paved trailheads at La Veta, Ridgeway, and
Chamberlain and gravel trailheads at White Fir, Mt. Cutler, Powell,
and Capt. Jack’s. Available parking and conflicts about parking were
identified as issues by the public, the Park staff and volunteers.
Budget and timing prevented a qualitative parking survey, as part of
this study, to assess the parking use patterns and potential parking
conditions. A future parking survey is suggested to verify
recommendations. Recommendations within this Plan are based on
observed and recorded conditions by the Park’s ranger and
volunteers.
Concerns about parking were the frequently mentioned topics by the community. The concerns included:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Parking volume
Parking along roads
Inadequate parking spaces in lots
How space is used

Increase parking spaces at trailheads
Horse trailer parking
Seven Falls impacts
Pedestrian safety

Detailed public responses are in Appendix A and B.
Although some trailhead and parking lots are at capacity seasonally and on weekends, this is generally not
observed as an every-day condition. Accommodating additional parking facilities within the Park will be
continually evaluated as adjustments are made to parking efficiency, trailhead lot capacity and sediment and
erosion mitigation. Within the Cañon, additional parking facilities will continue to be weighed against potential
impact to vegetation, to traffic flow on the roadway, to the Creek and to rock formations.

Existing Trails
The North Cheyenne Cañon Park trail system is a highly-valued
and popular amenity. Most of the trails are multi-use including
hiking/walking; mountain biking; running; dog-walking;
photography; bouldering; and seeking a quiet place. Several
trails are currently designated as hiking-only and Capt. Jack’s
and a segment of Gold Camp Road allow off-road motorized
use.
Concerns about trails were frequently mentioned topics by participants in the public planning process. The
concerns included:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Connectivity within the Park
Connectivity to nearby open spaces
Connectivity to USFS trails
Need for additional trails
Sustainable trail design/alignments

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Trail erosion
Maintenance
Signage
Designation for user groups
Desire for a variety of difficulty levels

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Conflicts on trails
Dogs off-leash
Additional trailheads
Separate cars and trail users
Motorized use

Detailed public responses are located in Appendix A and B. (Existing Trails continued on next page)
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North Cheyenne Cañon Park contains numerous trail options. Trails vary greatly in character and level of
physical challenge. A field survey of the trail system's physical condition, completed by the consultant team,
recorded and mapped the trail conditions. The findings and subsequent evaluation suggests:
• The existing trails lack connectivity, resulting in Park users connecting via the Park vehicular
roadways or rogue trails.
• Park soils are highly erosive, requiring continual maintenance on trails not adhering to sustainable
construction principles, including most of the historic and system trails.
• Despite numerous trail options, unsustainable, rogue trails continue to be established. Rogue
trails are easily established on the sparsely-vegetated and highly-erosive soils by off-trail visitors’
footsteps or tracks. Trail users follow the faint 'new path' and within three or four passes, a rogue
trail is established. Rogue trails are a concern for ecosystem resource protection as well as trail
system maintenance.
• Rogue downhill mountain bike routes continue to be established and expanded. These routes are
unsustainable in the Park’s soils because of their extreme steepness, making them susceptible to
erosion and washouts. The continual erosion results in additional, equally-unsustainable, parallel
routes, further degrading the ecosystem resources.
• Sparse vegetation, lack of barriers, poor drainage and poor soils side-by side walking and dogs on
and off-leash lead to and exacerbate trail widening.
• Sustainable new trail alignments will receive better acceptance when provided in conjunction with
conscientious trail closure.
• Future maintenance solutions should be formulated to consider the effects of changes on all Park
users.
• The field survey identified numerous trail sections exhibiting established and progressing erosion,
trail entrenchment, trail-widening, and/or trail-braiding.

The map to the top right indicates the currently-categorized
as System Trails and Rogue Trails Map. Rogue trails are
important indicators for connections trail users want to make.
The map identifies:
▪
▪

System Trails: GREEN
Rogue Trails: PINK

The condition assessment, lower right map, does not
differentiate between rogue and system trails. The access
easements for Hully Gully, South Cañon Trail and Chamberlain
Trail are also indicated in orange hatching. The map assesses
major conditions in three levels:
▪
▪
▪

Good: GREEN – maintenance/drainage improvements needed System and Rogue Trails Map
Medium to Poor: VIOLET – trail structures, drainage structures
or minor reroutes will sustainably repair
Unsustainable: PINK – major reroute required

It is critical to establish the condition of the existing trail
system in order to plan for the future ecosystem resource
protection as well as preservation of the open space users'
experience. Unsustainable substandard trail conditions,
including erosion, entrenchment, widening, and braiding,
degrade the natural ecosystem resource as well as detract
from the trail user experience. A well-designed trail system
enhances resource protection by controlling ecosystem
fragmentation, soil surface disturbance, and sedimentation.
It also provides access for resource management.
(Existing Trails continued on next page)
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`A well-designed trail system also enhances trail user experience by providing access through the property's
unique natural resources. It provides a wayfinding and interpretive system to direct people around the property,
and provides safe conditions for multiple users in keeping with the City's multi-use trail philosophy. The map
enlargements are located in Appendix I.

Multi-use trail widening where trail not defined by vegetation or rocks.

Erosion caused by off-trail use typical throughout the Park.

Erosion and structure failure on
Mt. Cutler Trail.

Wayfinding signage on unsustainable route to top
Mt. Muscoco.
City of Colorado Springs

Unsustainable downhill mountain bike
routes.
Existing Conditions and Site Assessment
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Erosion, structure failures, repairs
inconsistent with the historic context and
unrealistic regulations at Helen Hunt Falls
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Trail System Concepts
When evaluating the North Cheyenne Cañon Park trail system, it is helpful to consider the big picture
components that tie this trail system to this particular property and provide the basis for considering trail
system options in the Master Plan. These existing components include: interconnected looping trail options;
desirable destinations; trailheads with parking; and key trail connections within the Park and to adjoining trails
and the USFS. These components are designed in concert with slope and soils with special consideration given
to intact ecosystems, drainage-ways and riparian areas.
A trail system is necessary to protect natural resources in moderate-to-heavily used natural areas. The
proliferation of rogue trails in North Cheyenne Cañon Park supports the need for a designed and complete trail
system. With the large number of users, even the few people who disregard designated trails damage the
natural resources. While the public planning process revealed a few preferences to wander off-trail, in a
heavily-used area such as North Cheyenne Cañon Park, a dispersal strategy for off-trail hiking (as is sometimes
employed in remote backcountry areas) is not feasible and would result in significant resource degradation.
North Cheyenne Cañon Park is not a lightly-accessed remote area; it is a popular, heavily-used, urban-interface
Park. The erosion, sediment loading, wildlife disturbance, and destruction of vegetation easily observed along
multiple off-trail wandering routes are proof that the land cannot support off-trail travel at current high
visitation and use levels.
A well-designed trail system balances use and conservation. Additionally, it concentrates use in resilient areas
while providing sustainable, maintainable access and connectivity. This balance enhances trail user experience.
Along with providing access to the property's natural beauty, this system already connects with the Chamberlain
Trail and multiple trails in the adjoining Pike National Forest.
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Management and Social Influences Overlay Map
The Management and Social Influences Overlay map summarizes the findings that most impact Master and
Management Plan decisions. These include:
• Ownership
• Conservation and Utility Easements
• Picnicking, Picnic Shelters and Parking

• Visitors Centers and Interpretation
• Trailheads and Parking

Not included in this overlay because they are not informative on a map unit basis or are more informative as
separate maps for clarity
• Parcel Restrictions
• Traffic, Parking and Roadways
(separate map)
• Maintenance and Enforcement
Jurisdictions
• City Ordinances and Practices

• Departmental Policies, Practices
and Supporting Documents
• Rock and Ice Climbing
• Existing Trails (separate map)
• Trail System Assessment and
Concepts (separate map)

This overlay. in conjunction with the Physical Resource Overlay and the
Biological and Cultural Resources Overlay, guided decisions throughout the
planning process.
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Photo by Clarke
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Appendix G
Physical Resource Mapping
G2………General Land Cover
G3………Elevation
G4……… Aspect
G5……… Slope
G6……… Geology
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Appendix H
Biological and Cultural Resource Mapping
H2………Vegetation
H3………Weed Survey
H4……… Forest Health Management
H5……… Cultural Resources
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Appendix I
Management and Social Influences Mapping and Documents
I2……… Master and Management Plan Study Area
I3…….. Ownership, Easements and Parcel Restrictions
I4a…..… Parcel Acquisition Map
I4b….…… Deed of Conservation Easement for Stratton Open Space
I4r…….… Palmer Deed – not yet available
I4s..…..… Bank Deed – not yet available
I5….…… Traffic, Parking and Roadways
I6…….… Maintenance Responsibilities
I7…….… Utilities
I8…….… Enforcement Jurisdictions
I9…….… Visitor Center and Interpretive Assessment
I19……. Picnicking Picnic Shelters and Parking
I20…..… Rock and Ice Climbing Inventory
I22.….… Existing Trails and Trailheads
I23..…… Trail Condition Assessment
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Holding pages for Palmer Deed
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Holding page for original Bank Deed
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Visitor Centers and Interpretation Assessment
The goal of this assessment is to review existing conditions at the Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center and
Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center through a variety of lenses. When planning a new park facility or program it is
important to understand if that experience is compatible with existing park practices, natural settings, and
historical context. This evaluation is intended to aid in the planning process by gaining a better understanding of
the visitors, the media, the programs, the sources of revenue, and the character of the two visitor centers as
part of a multifaceted analysis of visitor experience at North Cheyenne Cañon Park.

Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center

Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center
This American Craftsman style stone building has been a
cherished local landmark in Colorado Springs for many
years. Once a private home, the house was transformed
into a visitor center 1992. Great care was taken to maintain
the craftsman character of the building. The visitor center
serves as a comfort station, rest stop, and interpretive
center that introduces visitors to Cheyenne Cañon and its
history, beautiful waterfalls, rock formations, wildflowers
and wildlife. Many visitors begin their exploration of the
Park at Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center.
The Visitor Center’s hours of operation are Tuesday
through Saturday 9am to 3pm (April 1st to Memorial Day
Weekend and Labor Day to October 31st) and daily 9am to
5pm (Memorial Day weekend to Labor Day).

The Bruin Inn was built at the base of Helen Hunt Falls in
1881. During a 1916 remodeling of the Bruin Inn, a small out
building, known as “The Cub” was built for storage, a horse
and hay barn. As visitors to the falls increased over the
years, The Cub became repurposed as a visitor center. The
loss of the Bruin Inn to a fire in the late 1950’s left the Park
with only the use of the Cub at the upper falls for the next
50 years. "The Cub" remained to serve as a visitor center by
the falls, which were officially, designated Helen Hunt Falls
in 1966. By the 1990s, the old Cub building had deteriorated
badly and it was torn down and a new Cub built—it is very
similar in size and design to the original Cub. In the early
2000’s a long-term capital fundraising effort culminated in
October 2013 with the grand re-opening of the Cub as the
Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center. Visitors get a view from the
base of the Falls, take a short walk to the bridge across the
top of the Falls, or continue hiking up to Silver Cascade
Falls to get a more expansive view of North
Cheyenne Cañon.
The visitor center’s hours of operation are daily, 9am to
5pm from late May to early September.

Methodology
The assessment of the Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center and the Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center was developed by using four
primary methods:
1. A team of four Root House staff visited the two centers in person to get a sense for the visitor experience, engage with staff, and
read, interact with, and photograph all exhibits;
2. Online research was conducted, and an exercise completed in which we asked seven people to plan a weekend trip to Colorado
Springs for an outdoor adventure, and track their searches.
3. Meetings were held with staff to better understand the facilities, the exhibits and storylines, their roles as program directors, and
to gather information they have collected on visitors and visitor experiences.
4. A staff survey was developed for staff and volunteers to help understand what they see as strengths and weaknesses in the
exhibits, programs, and facilities.
City of Colorado Springs
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Web Presence
Determining the extent of North Cheyenne Cañon (NCC),
Starsmore, and Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Centers’ web
presence—a collection of locations on the Internet where NCC
is represented—helps us determine how easily, why and
through which channels people are learning about the Park
and planning visits. It also helps us understand visitor
demographics, and it helps us understand what a visitor’s first
impression (via the Internet) of the Park might be.
Overall, North Cheyenne Cañon does not have a particularly
strong web presence. When searching for outdoor activities in
Colorado Springs, it is overshadowed by most other attractions
including Garden of the Gods, Pikes Peak, Red Rock Canyon, Cheyenne Mountain State Park, Manitou Springs,
and Manitou Cliff Dwellings. It is extremely difficult to arrive at online sites describing NCC unless searching
directly for NCC. The most comprehensive and useful source of information on the Cañon and the two visitor
centers can be found on the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon website at www.cheyennecanon.org. If searching
directly for the visitor centers by name, the City of Colorado Springs website, www.coloradosprings.gov, also has
good descriptions and some useful information on the visitor centers. Much more thorough and in-depth
searches will yield helpful information and resources at www.visitcos.com, www.tripadvisor.com,
www.uncovercolorado.com, and other trails websites and personal blogs.

Visibility
The visibility of a visitor center, both online and in the physical environment, can often have a big influence in
determining how many, and what type of visitors enter the site. Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls visitor centers
have minimal visibility from roadways and paths other than on North Cheyenne Cañon Road. Without
specifically planning a trip to Starsmore, and largely due to its natural setting and being tucked away in the
trees, visitors are likely to drive or cycle by Starsmore on their way up the Cañon despite there being three entry
signs. The three entry signs to Starsmore include: one that reads “Starsmore Discovery Center” (the former
name) on a temporary sign; one stone monument that reads “Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center (the current
name); and another stone monument that reads “Starsmore Discovery Center”. All three signs are high quality
and complement the setting nicely but are inconsistent and all within a few hundred feet of each other.
Because of its location on a hairpin turn on North Cheyenne Cañon Road, and a lack of tree cover, Helen Hunt
Falls Visitor Center has significantly more visibility to passersby.
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Who are the visitors?
A good understanding of who the visitors are, why they come, and from where they
come to Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls provides valuable insight. Visitor information
will help determine what stories should be told and through what types of media and
outlets, as well as what services, programs, products, and amenities should be
offered, and what travel needs, challenges, wayfinding needs exist, and what visitor
expectations might be. The staff and volunteers at the visitor centers are currently
doing a good job of collecting visitor information and comments. They have
conducted online surveys and are collecting comments in guest books that can be
generated into visitor data.
Starsmore Visitors

Helen Hunt Falls Visitors

Most people visit Starsmore in July, followed by June and
August. About one quarter of those who stop at Starsmore
live in Colorado Springs. Although many families, hikers,
mountain bikers, cyclists and other recreationalists stop at
the Visitor Center on their way up the Cañon, Starsmore
sees most of its visitors through programs and school
groups. In 2007, 40,450 people visited Starsmore—the
largest number in the past decade. Visitor numbers in the
past 10 years have decreased, and in the last five years have
plateaued around 20,000-25,000 annually. Starsmore saw a
slight increase in visitors in 2017, with July being one of the
busier months in the past few years. This increase in visitors
could potentially be attributed to the 25th anniversary of
Starsmore.

Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center is largely a summer tourist
destination. Hundreds of hikers, mountain bikers, climbers,
families, and picnickers visit the Helen Hunt Falls in the
summer months. The visitation numbers at the Visitors
Center mirrored the trends seen at other attractions in the
Pikes Peak Region. The Visitors Center saw an increase over
the 2016 numbers and saw the largest number of 1,000+
visitor days in the last five years. However, the number of
2,000+ visitor days has decreased if not ended. This is
possibly due to the paved and lined parking area controlling
the number of vehicles able to stop.

The percentage of visitors who visit Starsmore as program
participants has gone up significantly in the past ten years.
In 2016, 4,693 people participated in programs, while in
2006 there were only 1,765 program participants. A total of
4,580 people participated in programs in 2017.

Most people visit the Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center in July,
followed by June and August, while May and September see
the least number of visitors (the visitor center is closed
October to April). Father’s Day is consistently the busiest
day at the Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center. In 2017, about
12% of visitors lived in Colorado Springs, 24% came from
within Colorado, while 58% of visitors traveled to Helen
Hunt Falls Visitor Center from out of state. Out-of-state
visitors most commonly came from Texas, Wisconsin,
California and Ohio. 6% of visitors were international.

Marketing
Marketing is one of the most critical aspects of any
heritage or interpretive attraction operation.
Marketing brings in visitors, creates new market
groups, and gets them to come back for return visits.
Successful marketing efforts often equal staying in
business for most interpretive attractions,
particularly those not totally supported by local
governments or other governmental agencies. Yet many agencies and organizations don't have marketing plans
or "successful” marketing plans. Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center and Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center are not
necessarily looking to increase visitation, but marketing efforts and existing media and messaging reveals a lot
about how people get their first impressions of the Park and how their expectations of programs and
experiences are derived. (Marketing is continued on next page)
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Marketing efforts currently rely heavily on word-of-mouth, and recommendations from other destinations, local
hotels and restaurants. Of 208 evaluations for the school and park programs, word-of-mouth account for how
most people new to the programs hear about them. Print materials include a brochure, a map, a calendar of
events, and The Cañon Companion, as well as ads in the Cheyenne Edition which help promote the Park,
introduce interpretive stories and histories, and orient visitors. The staff send out emails and post on Facebook
to notify people of upcoming events. Outdoor education programs are marketed directly to local grade schools.
All participants in the programs are sent home with Park maps to show their families where Starsmore is located
within NCC Park. The Park and Visitor Centers’ online marketing relies heavily on the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon
website. The Friends of Cheyenne Canon utilize Facebook and Constant Contact and market their own events
with paid ads, news interviews and posters. The Friend’s website, www.cheyennecanon.org, gives a good,
professional, friendly, and accessible first impression of the Park.

In order to help determine how visitors found North Cheyenne Cañon Park online, a simple exercise was conducted: seven
people were asked to go online and plan a hypothetical weekend trip to Colorado Springs to enjoy outdoor activities.
Daniel: male, 20s, single, driving from within Colorado
Sara: female, 40s, married, flying from out of state
Martha: female, 60s, married, retired, driving from out of state
Susannah: female, 30s, married, kids, flying from out of state
Francis: female, 20s, married, driving from within Colorado
Larry: male, 50s, married, kids, driving from within Colorado
Sage: female, 30s, married, kids, driving from within Colorado
They were asked to record which terms they used to search online, and to list what places and activities they found interesting. By their responses, it
was determined that North Cheyenne Cañon Park is difficult to find when searching online, without prior knowledge of its existence. Only one of the
seven people asked to do the exercise found North Cheyenne Cañon Park online.
The participants’ most frequently listed Garden of the Gods, The Broadmoor’s Seven Falls, Red Rock Canyon Open Space, Cheyenne Mountain State
Park, Manitou Springs, and Manitou Cliff Dwellings as places they would likely visit. Search terms included “places to hike in Colorado Springs”,
“outdoor activities in Colorado Springs”, “trails where I can take my dog in Colorado Springs”, “family activities in Colorado Springs”. The websites
most frequently listed were: www.visitcos.com; www.colorado.com; www.tripadvisor.com; and www.alltrails.com, www.cospringstrails.com and
www.facebook.com/cospringsnow.

Participants were then asked to search for North Cheyenne Cañon Park in particular and to respond if they would likely visit,
and if so, where and what they would likely do. Based on their online experiences, six out of seven of the participants said
they would visit North Cheyenne Cañon Park now that they were made aware of it. The most common likely activities and
location they listed were hiking at Helen Hunt Falls and Mt. Muscoco as well as access to USFS’s St. Mary’s Falls.

Visitor Experience
While surveys and condition assessments are extremely useful to planning efforts, they don’t always describe
the way a park or visitor center ‘feels’. In assessing visitor experience at Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls it is
important to note that a visitor’s day is a collection of experiences and activities characterized by the sense of
place that the overall park provides. Giving visitors a positive experience at the threshold of those deeper
experiences—often visitor centers—enhances the perception and value of a park and an organization, increases
visits, and boosts donations and sales. Even if visitors do not have to pay to enter, they are still investing their
time, energy and thought into a visit, as well as giving up the opportunity to be doing something else. If a visit is
made easier for an individual or family, their enjoyment and satisfaction levels rise, and they have more energy
to enjoy and take in the exhibits. Largely due to their devoted staff and volunteers, Starsmore and Helen Hunt
Falls Visitor Centers are good at welcoming visitors. However, perhaps because of an attempt to cover an
extremely wide range of topics and themes in a relatively small area, they struggle to explain exactly what they
are, what the visitor will gain from their visit, and how it will match their interests.
(Visitor Experience continued on next page)
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Some exhibit titles don’t relate to broader thematic threads, there are rooms without proper introductions and
a mixture of different topics in galleries without clear connections. The staff is aware of the need to improve
their visitor experience, and often think through the important task of seeing themselves through the eyes of
the visitor in order to transform the visitor experience. It is also important to note that the Visitor Centers are
largely in transition because they are awaiting decisions determining the set up of concessions around which
they will redesign their exhibits.
Starsmore Visitor Experience
The visitor experience often begins with parking. At
Starsmore there is sufficient, and nicely designed
parking and bus drop-off. The wayfinding to the
front door and entry experience is nice and
intuitive. The first impression one gets on site is of a
nice, shady, and natural feeling facility. The entry
past the Creek and through the hummingbird
garden is calming and has a nice pedestrian, human
scale. The stone building architecture, native plant
gardens, and it being tucked away in the trees adds
to the natural sense and appropriate landscape
context. Multiple shaded outdoor areas and large
trees along the Creek are extremely appealing to
recreationalists. Likewise, its role as a comfort
station is well served by good, clean restrooms and
drinking water. Some requests by visitors have been
made for a better ADA bathroom and the addition
of a baby changing table. According to the staff
survey, the typical visitor wants to use the
bathroom, get water, get a free Park map and find
information about hiking trails in the Park; they will
also likely discover the interpretive exhibits during
their visit. The building is accessible, but there are
some issues with accessibility in the immediate
exterior spaces and trails along the Creek.
The interior space is light, welcoming, and well
maintained, and the staff is kind, helpful and
welcoming. There is not a clear starting point for
the interpretive experience, nor is there an
orientation or introduction of themes to be
discovered. Orientation to the Park is provided by
paper maps and a solid terrain model, however the
model is missing some current trails. The exhibits in
general are not expressly high-grade, nor are they
particularly cohesive stylistically or thematically.
They do however have a nice, inviting, quaint, and
accessible feel. The Visitor Center does not connote
a hands-off feeling—where everything is sterile and
behind glass—but instead invites visitors to touch
and engage with the exhibitry and to interact with
the staff. Where the exhibits themselves lack
cohesion and consistent themes and storylines, the
knowledgeable and engaged staff and volunteers,
through guided hikes, programs, and casual
encounters, do a great job of making those unifying
connections.
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Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Experience
Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center is visited by a diverse
demographic of ages, genders and ethnicities, and includes
locals and tourists, picnickers, hikers, mountain bikers, trail
runners, rock climbers, bird-watchers, naturalists, and
adventure-seekers. But, because of its popularity, the staff
perceives that the visitor experience at Helen Hunt Falls is
beginning to suffer. There is insufficient parking and bus
drop-off for the current amount of use at Helen Hunt Falls
Visitor Center. Tour operators and volunteers do not have
designated parking spaces and so therefore often cannot find
parking, or park along the curb partially blocking the
roadway. The stunning scenery, historic-looking log structure
that fits nicely within the natural landscape give a positive
first impression. Newly-planted aspen trees will help screen
the building from the parking lot and help it further recede
into the landscape. The large, shady porch on the “Cub” is an
especially appealing and popular amenity. Because there are
no trash receptacles at the Visitor Center, and only a large
dumpster (one that a person of average strength cannot
open) on the opposite side of the parking area, people often
leave trash around the building and waterfall. There are a
sufficient number of toilets for the large number of visitors,
but the portable toilets sit below a steep crusher fines trail
and behind a fence and cars and are therefore not (easily)
accessible. Also, because they are not within an enclosure,
they detract significantly from the natural setting.
The interior space of Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center is nice
and inviting. The indoor-outdoor feeling provided by the
large entry and large, round, often-open windows adds to the
nice natural feeling of the space. Unfortunately, because of
staffing issues, the Visitor Center is often closed in the
shoulder seasons and has to remain closed all winter. The
exhibits have a quaint, informal, hand-crafted, and inviting
feel. Upon entering, there is no defined starting point,
organizing themes or understood interpretive sequence for
the visitor. Like at Starsmore, where the exhibits themselves
lack cohesion and consistent themes and storylines, the
knowledgeable and engaged staff and volunteers, through
guided hikes, programs, and casual encounters do a great job
of making those unifying connections.
The often strenuous and exposed nature of the hikes in and
around the Cañon make the fact that water and shade are
readily available at the Visitor Center extremely appealing. In
response to the question in the Helen Hunt Falls Guest Book
about what they can do better, the most common answer is
to have food available for purchase/donation.
According to the digital survey conducted by staff, in
response to the question: How likely is it that you would
recommend North Cheyenne Cañon Park to a friend or
colleague? Of the 217 responses, the Net Promoter Score
(NPS) was 97.
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Themes and Storylines
Themes and storylines help craft seemingly mundane information into engaging and meaningful presentations.
They are important to the visitor experience by creating a well-thought-out sequence that reveals meaning
through the expression of an idea. To be relevant and provoking, exhibits must cohesively develop an idea or
ideas over the course of its delivery.
There are many ideas within the two Visitor Centers that can capture, organize, and sustain the attention of the
audience, that have not been crafted into a cohesive and meaningful system. Although many of the exhibits fall
into broad thematic categories of history and ecology, they lack a solid thematic platform for the visitor to
consider, react to, build upon, appropriate, and transform during their visit. Without the help of staff and
programs, there are few opportunities for audiences to make their own connections to the meanings of the
resource. This lack of a cohesive development of a relevant idea or ideas, makes the interpretive services in the
Visitor Centers largely a collection of related information, chronological narrative, and somewhat haphazard
arrays of tangible and intangible links. On their own, without the input, guidance and explanation of
knowledgeable staff, they do not fully accomplish the desired outcomes of interpretation.
The lack of well-defined and successfully-delivered interpretive themes (when not otherwise delivered by staff)
does not provide a necessary focus for the visitors’ personal connections and is potentially detracting from the
audience’s ability to consider resource meanings and understand and appreciate the resource in ways they
otherwise might have missed.
Although not readily apparent, nor explicitly named, the loose, overarching themes that exist within the Visitor
Centers can be distilled into three areas: Water, Rocks, and Shade
Sub-Themes and stories existing in the Visitor Centers are loosely:
▪ Geology: mountain building, rocks and minerals
▪ Ecology: insects, birds, and mammals
▪ History: Helen Hunt Jackson, General Palmer, the Ute people

Stories that seem to be missing and/or incomplete in the Visitor Centers are:
▪ Geology: fault line, marine fossils, mountaineering, climbing, railroad, stone architecture, connections to other sites, including
Garden of the Gods.
▪ Ecology: forest, native trees, watershed (three Creeks: North Cheyenne, South Cheyenne, Buffalo Creek—provide water to
Colorado Springs), aspect, elevation, biomes, ecotones
▪ History: Ute, Spanish and Mexican heritage, Martin family, Everett Cramer, conservation movement, advent of auto-tourism,
NCC is oldest and biggest Park 1885, railroad (Themes and Storylines continued on the next page)
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Starsmore Exhibits
The exhibit space at Starsmore Visitor and Nature Center is largely in
transition. Staff have removed some key exhibits in the upstairs exhibit
room to make space for a new concessionaire to set up retail. The exhibits
will likely remain in a transitional state until the concessionaire moves into
Starsmore. At that time, all exhibits will be reconfigured and moved
downstairs. Currently, there are more exhibits than there is space in the
downstairs of the building. It should also be noted that the curation and
management of artifacts and exhibits is greatly limited due to there being
only one full-time staff member, four part-time staff and volunteers.
Starsmore exhibits include a mix of graphic panels, mechanical interactives,
tactile exhibits, and ambient/art pieces. One type of mechanical
interactive, flip doors, is used on several exhibits. There are numerous
opportunities for tactile exploration of artifacts including antlers, pelts and
wildlife artifacts, rocks and minerals, and an interactive sand table. There
are no digital interactives except for one audio exhibit where visitors can
listen to night sounds of nocturnal animals. The downstairs exhibit space
also includes one screen that plays a rotating series of nature films.
Great care has been taken to ensure that materials, including blond oak
and native stone, and colors including the original violet and green palette
are used consistently throughout the space. American Craftsman
architectural details and overall character are not overpowered by the
exhibits.
In general, interpretive exhibits do not follow a consistent style, set of
materials, fonts, colors or written style and voice. There is also no cohesive
set of themes that help organize the exhibits spatially or carry consistent
narratives through the space. Interpretation relies largely on high quality,
one-on-one interaction with staff, and docent-led experiences.
Exterior exhibits at Starsmore consist of a panel on hummingbirds and
several plant identifications. These exhibits are in severe disrepair and have
significant UV damage. The exterior spaces are also filled with
inconspicuous whimsical interpretive elements geared towards children,
including painted and embedded animal tracks, rock gardens, and painted
animals on rocks. These interpretive elements are very popular when
experienced in conjunction with Nature Detective and other programs.
Exhibit Survey
According to the staff survey, the exhibit about the history of the
Starsmore house itself and how it was moved to the current location is
one of the most popular exhibits. Also, frequently mentioned in the staff
survey were visitors’ interest in local wildlife and especially
hummingbirds. In response to the visitor survey question “Pick your top
3 exhibits,” hummingbirds ranked highest at 68%, followed by the history
of Starsmore House at 64%, the waterfall at 40%, the birding window at
32%, the nocturnal exhibit at 28%, and the butterflies and insects at 24%.
According to the visitor survey, the least-favorite exhibits are the poetry
box at 40%, the tactile geology rocks at 35%, and the children’s coloring
at 35%.
In response to the visitor survey question “In Starsmore would you like to
see more technology be used in the exhibits?” 68% of people replied,
“yes but in moderation” while only 4% replied “no”. When asked “What
types of exhibits would you like to see added at Starsmore?” answers
included: more taxidermy of wildlife, history of geology of the area, oral
histories; more on Park ecosystems; a “touch table” with pelts, rocks,
etc.; history of the area; and 3D model of the Cañon.
(Themes and Storylines continued on the next page)
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Helen Hunt Exhibits
Exhibits at Helen Hunt Falls Visitor Center include graphic panels,
some historic and natural artifacts, and include no digital or
mechanical interactives. The collection at Helen Hunt Falls Visitor
Center comprises some truly unique and extraordinary artifacts,
including Helen Hunt Jackson artifacts, and a tree cross section
revealing history through its rings, and even a visible bullet
embedded in it in the 19th century. Adding greatly to the interpretive
experience are a few engaging, hands-on experiences including
writing a poem like Helen Hunt Jackson, painting at the children’s art
table, and panning for gold in the Creek. The exhibits have a quaint,
informal, hand-crafted, and inviting feel. Playful wildlife murals in a
naïve art style, ornate craftsman chandeliers, and picture frames add
to this quaint, vernacular feeling.
Upon entering, there is no defined starting point, organizing themes
or understood interpretive sequence for the visitor. In general,
interpretive exhibits follow a consistent style, color scheme and
fonts, although much of the media seems outdated, is printed on
paper, and appears temporary. Like at Starsmore, where the exhibits
themselves lack cohesion and consistent themes and storylines, the
knowledgeable and engaged staff and volunteers, through guided
hikes, programs, and casual encounters do a great job of making
those unifying connections. It should also be noted that the curation
and management of artifacts and exhibits is greatly limited due to
there being only one full-time staff member, four part-time staff and
volunteers.
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Programs
Programs give visitors the opportunity to interact
directly with knowledgeable staff and the resource.
Visitors are able to glean information and storylines
often not presented in the interpretive media that
inform their own ideas and opinions. Programs are
an extremely integral part of the interpretive
experiences at both Starsmore and Helen Hunt Falls
Visitor Centers.
The percentage of visitors who visit Starsmore as
program participants has gone up significantly in the
past ten years. In 2016, 4,693 people participated in
programs, while in 2006 there were only 1,765
program participants. 4,580 people participated in
programs in 2017.
The most popular programs include the Tipi and Ute
Heritage workshop (2nd highest revenue generator),
Nature Detective, and Bee Bunch. According to the
visitor survey, 29.09% of program participants
participated in Nature Detective—far and above the
most participants—followed by 13.64% in Andy’s
Animal Senses. These programs rely on the
knowledge and dedication of the one full-time staff,
5 part-time staff and between 3,000 and 4,000
volunteer hours annually. Of 220 responses to the
visitor survey, when asked “In what experience did
you participate?” 74.55% responded “School
Program”, 16.82% responded “Park Program”, and
10% responded “Volunteer Experience”.
Most visitors are interested in the standard school
programs, but according to staff, recently, the special
programs held have generated interest. These
programs include the Read Across the Canyon, Teddy
Bear Picnic, Painting/Art programs, Nature Hour,
Guided Hikes, and Volunteer Enrichments tailored to
unusual and fun things about the Cañon.

and families of all socio-economic situations have the
opportunity to have a high-quality experience, learn,
exercise, and connect with nature. The staff is
resolute in their belief that there should not be any
admission to the Visitor Centers in the Cañon.
Current operating budget for Starsmore and Helen
Hunt Falls comes from the General Fund, Mary
Starsmore Fund, the Friends of Cheyenne Cañon, the
Seven Falls tram, donations, water sales and other
minimal retail, and educational programs. The
general business model for the visitor centers is to
bring x dollars to the table every year to add to the
General Fund to make the whole. In 2017, x was
$32,000 and money relied heavily on the friend’s
group and cash reserves to barely meet this goal. In
recent years, post-recession, General Fund dollars
are coming back. But, revenue has started to drop
recently due to the friends group no longer
supporting summer camps and cutting their overall
donations. In 2014 revenue from Education
Programs was $26,624 while in 2017 (through
September) revenue was only $15,292. However,
donations at Helen Hunt Falls have gone up in the
last three years. The “take what you need, give what
you can” water donation campaign has been very
successful. In combination with the efforts of
volunteers to raise donations at the rock table and
other donations, $23,000 was raised in the 2017
season. On the visitor survey, when asked “Did your
experience today inspire your support for our park
and nature center?” 80% of respondents strongly
agreed and 18% agreed.

A majority of the effort put into interpretation and
visitor experience at both Starsmore and Helen Hunt
Falls seems to be geared towards programs. Despite
minimal staff, the interpretive experiences of visitors
to the Park rely largely on high quality, one-on-one
interaction with staff, and program participation.
Funding
One of the most appealing aspects of North
Cheyenne Cañon to visitors is that it is free. People
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